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Abstract

High power dissipation and on-chip temperature limit performance and affect reliability

in modern microprocessors. For servers and data centers, they determine the cooling

cost, whereas for handheld and mobile systems, they limit the continuous usage of these

systems. For mobile systems, energy consumption affects the battery life. It can not be

ignored for desktop and server systems as well, as the contribution of energy continues to

go up in organizations’ budgets, influencing strategic decisions, and its implications on

the environment are getting appreciated. Intelligent trade-offs involving these quantities

are critical to meet the performance demands of many modern applications.

Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS) offers a huge potential for designing

trade-offs involving energy, power, temperature and performance of computing systems.

In our work, we propose and evaluate DVFS schemes that aim at minimizing energy

consumption while meeting a performance constraint, for both sequential and parallel

applications.

We propose a Petri net based program performance model, parameterized by ap-

plication properties, microarchitectural settings and system resource configuration, and

use this model to find energy efficient DVFS settings. We first propose a DVFS scheme

using this model for sequential programs running on single core multiple clock domain

(MCD) processors, and evaluate this on a MCD processor simulator. We then extend

this scheme for data parallel (Single Program Multiple Data style) applications, and then

generalize it for stream applications as well, and evaluate these two schemes on a full

system CMP simulator. Our experimental evaluation shows that the proposed schemes

achieve significant energy savings for a small performance degradation.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Technology scaling has been enabling increasing functionality, application throughput

and performance for the same chip area across generations. At the same time, the

problems of clock distribution and power dissipation have been getting worse with suc-

cessive generations and increasing integration, and offering new challenges for sustaining

performance.

Clock distribution deals with distributing the clock signal across the entire chip,

satisfying constraints on the arrival times of the signal at different points of the chip.

Because wires do not scale so well as gates, clock distribution gets harder with decreasing

feature size.

Because of increasing integration, power dissipation and consequently, onchip tem-

perature keeps increasing. For servers and data centers, it determines the cooling cost,

whereas for handheld systems, it limits the continuous usage of such systems. Cost

effective cooling techniques limit performance of computing systems, and even expen-

sive cooling techniques do not match the growing power demands [53]. High onchip

temperature also adversely affects the reliability of chips.

High energy consumption is another major problem affecting modern computing sys-

tems. For mobile and embedded systems, energy consumption directly affects battery

life, whereas for servers and data centers, energy costs have become significant enough to

affect strategic decisions of organizations (eg. location of data centers [54]). High energy

1



Chapter 1. Introduction 2

consumption of computing systems also puts a lot of stress on the environment [19].

1.1 Tackling Clock Distribution and Power Dissipa-

tion

Now we will look at a few solutions for overcoming the challenges of clock distribution

and power dissipation. The first two are design-time solutions, whereas the third one

discussed is a run-time solution.

1.1.1 Multiple Clock Domain Processors

Multiple Clock Domain processors [31] (MCD) are based on the general idea of Globally

Asynchrnous and Locally Synchrnonous Systems [32]. MCD processors allow their chips

to be partitioned into independent voltage/frequency domains, each of which can operate

at a voltage and frequency independent of other domains. Because of this, they relax the

constraints for clock distribution because the clock signal has to be distributed across a

smaller area of the chip.

Because each domain could potentially operate at a different frequency, and the clock

signals of different domains are not synchronized, MCD processors necessitate synchro-

nization circuits for cross-domain communication. This could potentially lead to reduced

performance, but experimental evaluations show that this overhead is negligible for out-

of-order processors [31]. MCD processors also offer significant potential for reducing

energy consumption, because domains that are not critical for performance can operate

at low power modes without impacting the performance adversely.

Most commercial processor systems have only single voltage and frequency domains.

AMD’s Opteron quadcore processor [55] allows the operating frequencies of different

cores to be different, but all cores must operate at the same voltage. The most realistic

MCD system we are aware of is the AMD’s Griffin microprocessor family, in which the
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CPU cores and the memory controller can operate at different voltages [56]. Perfor-

mance, energy, area and stability trade-offs involved in building realistic MCD systems

are discussed in detail in [57], which concludes that the best way to implement MCD

systems is to use on-chip voltage regulators, and that an MCD system can potentially

result in overall energy savings.

1.1.2 Chip Multiprocessors

For a long time, processor designers exploited technology scaling with building chips

with faster clock speeds and designing superscalar processors that could execute multi-

ple instructions every cycle, while honoring data and control dependences using dynamic

scheduling techniques. However, because wires do not scale so well as gates, clock scal-

ing is unsustainable, and instruction level parallelism is limited [58, 59], building more

and more complex superscalar processors, or processors with increasing clock speeds

have been impractical, and Chip multiprocessors have been the semiconductor industry’s

preferred solution to overcome these problems, and exploit technology scaling. Today,

chip multiprocessors have made their way into almost all classes of computing systems:

servers, desktops and embedded systems.

1.1.3 Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling

Power dissipation in CMOS circuits has two components: static and dynamic. Static

power dissipation is mainly due to the leakage current flow through transistors even when

they are in off state, and dynamic power dissipation is mainly due to the charging and

discharging of load capacitances in the circuit [53].

Equations 1.1 - 1.3 model the major contributors of power consumption in CMOS

circuits.

Ptotal = Pstatic + Pdynamic (1.1)

Pstatic = IstaticVDD (1.2)
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Pdynamic = αCV 2
DDf (1.3)

where

Istatic = Static Current

VDD = Operating Voltage

α = Activity factor, modeling the fraction of switches from 0 to 1 or 1 to 0

C = Load Capacitance

f = Operating Frequency

As we can see, by controlling the operating voltage and frequency of a circuit, we can

control power consumption to a great extent, since the dynamic power is proportional

to the square of the operating voltage and frequency, and static power is proportional to

the operating voltage. The Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS) technology

allows a circuit’s operating voltage and frequency to be altered at run time. Most of

today’s processors offer support for DVFS.

Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling offers tremendous scope for reducing power

consumption of computing systems. It can also be used for saving energy. Using DVFS,

we can design trade offs involving power, temperature, energy and performance of sys-

tems (eg. [60, 38, 19])

The two important questions that must be answered while using DVFS are

• When to change Voltage/Frequency

• What Voltage/Frequency to use

The answers to these questions depend on the objective. In our work, our objective is

to minimize energy consumption, while satisfying a performance constraint.

There is a whole spectrum of ideas of using DVFS at different levels: hardware, op-

erating systems level or compiler/application level for energy optimization. In our work,

we consider application/compiler level techniques for minimizing energy consumption

using DVFS.

The following are the important contributions of this thesis:
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• We propose a Petri net based program performance model, parameterized by ap-

plication properties, microarchitectural settings and system resource configuration,

and use this model to find energy efficient DVFS settings.

• We propose a DVFS scheme using this model for sequential programs running on

single core multiple clock domain (MCD) processors, and evaluate this on a MCD

processor simulator

• We extend this scheme for data parallel (Single Program Multiple Data style)

applications, and then generalize it for stream applications as well, and evaluate

these two schemes on a full system CMP simulator.

We have enhanced the m5sim full system CMP simulator [61] with power models, support

for DVFS, and thread specific path and cache miss profiling. Our experimental evalua-

tion shows that the proposed schemes achieve significant Energy/Throughput2 (ET−2)

improvements for a small performance degradation and compare favourably with some

state-of-the-art DVFS techniques. Our schemes also closely follow the optimal DVFS

setting in most cases. ET−2 or ED2 (Energy * delay * delay) [88] is a voltage invariant

metric that considers both energy consumption and performance, and has been used for

comparing different DVFS schemes in [37].

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we survey of some of the

important related work. Chapter 3 describes the Petri net based model, and how it can

be used for optimizing energy consumption of sequential programs running on multiple

clock domain processors. We then discuss the application of this model for optimizing

energy consumption of data parallel programs running on a CMP in Chapter 4. In

that Chapter, we also mention briefly, our enhancements to the m5sim simulator [61] to

support this scheme, and DVFS. The application of our scheme to stream programs is

presented in Chapter 5. We conclude in Chapter 6 with pointers to future work.



Chapter 2

Related Work

In this chapter, we discuss some of the related work. We first look at a few proces-

sor performance models. Followed by this, we present different methods of optimizing

energy consumption of DRAMs, caches, on-chip interconnection networks, system-wide

networks, storage systems and other CPU components. These methods are implemented

at different layers of the system - hardware, operating systems, compiler and applica-

tion. Venkatachalam et al. [51] provide an excellent survey of power and energy reduction

techniques spanning circuit level, micro-architectural level, compiler level and operating

system (OS) level techniques, and our discussion of energy optimizations mostly focuses

on more recent techniques for architectural and software level energy optimizations.

2.1 Performance Models

Karkhanis et al. [26] propose an analytical performance model for superscalar processors.

They first estimate the ideal Clocks per Instruction (CPI) in the absence of branch

mispredictions and cache misses (both instruction and data) and then include the effects

of these events in the model.

Their model for the ideal CPI uses the observation that the number of instructions

issued per cycle varies as a power of the number of instructions in the window, assuming

an unlimited number of unit latency functional units. This estimate is then scaled down

6
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by the average instruction latency, and saturated at the maximum issue width. Branch

misprediction penalty has three components: time to drain the instruction window,

refill the pipeline, and the ramp up time to reach the steady state of issue. Similarly,

instruction cache miss penalty is contributed by instruction cache miss latency and the

ramp up time to reach steady state issue, but offset by the time when instructions

already fetched get drained while the new instructions are fetched. They use simulations

to support these models. They classify data cache misses into long and short misses,

and model short misses with long latency functional units. Long misses increase the CPI

due to the high miss penalty and the time to ramp up instruction issue after the miss is

serviced, but is overlapped with the time taken to fill the reorder buffer (ROB) and the

time taken to drain the pipeline. Their model also considers the impact of overlapping

misses. They use trace driven simulations to quantify branch mispredictions, different

cache misses and their overlap. The performance model has a small error in prediction,

and they demonstrate the use of their model, studying the impacts of issue width and

pipeline depth on performance.

Joseph et al. [27] build linear regression models for superscalar processor performance

(the response variable in the model) based on key micro-architectural parameters (input

parameters to the model), using simulation. Linear regression models are generally used

for obtaining the value of the response variable for an arbitrary combination of the input

parameters, and for determining parameter significance. In order to build an accurate

model with a small number of simulations, the parameter values selected for simulation

(experimental design) must be chosen carefully. In this work, D-Optimal experimental

designs are used. After obtaining the simulation results for their experimental design,

they use Akaike’s Information Criteria to extract a good linear model, and propose

an iterative procedure for refining this model with more simulations till desired error

bounds are obtained. Their models help understand the relative significance of 26 key

microarchitectural parameters and their interactions.

Joseph et al. [28] propose the use of non-linear regression models using radial basis

functions for predicting the performance of superscalar processors for a program. In
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their model construction procedure, given the program-input pair, the design space is

defined by the specification of microarchitectural parameters. A small number of points

in the design space is chosen for full simulation, and the results of the simulation, along

with the set of design points are used for building the model. The model’s accuracy

can be estimated with a predetermined set of randomly generated points in the design

space, and the model can be refined with more sample sizes for more accuracy. From

the experiments, it is found that using around 90 samples provides most of the benefits

of using higher number of samples. The models based on radial basis functions achieve

good prediction accuracy, and perform better than linear regression models.

All of the above modeling techniques are mainly targetted at making design decisions

in the early stages of processor design. Processor performance models have also been

used by compilers for optimizing programs.

Gao et al. [90] use timed Petri net performance models to find software pipelined

schedules for special kinds of loops for which the dependence distance is either 1 or 0.

Rajagopalan et al. [52] use Petri net models for generating software pipelined schedules

for loops. Based on the data dependence graph for a loop and the processor resource

specification, they describe a mechanical way to construct a Petri net. They fire the

transitions in the Petri net, identify a repeated sequence of transition firings, and use

this sequence to generate software pipelined schedules for loops. We have used their Petri

net construction method for our performance estimation step in our DVFS method, and

we explain it in detail in the following chapter.

Several other performance models have been developed and used for energy optimiza-

tion for particular programs, after the processor has been designed. In most cases, per-

formance is modeled as a function of processor configuration and application behaviour,

and the configuration that consumes the least energy is chosen during the program run

time. Examples are [35, 25, 47], and we look at them in more detail in the following

sections.
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2.2 Optimizing DRAM Energy

Diniz et al. [3] propose four techniques - Knapsack, LRU-Greedy, LRU-Smooth, LRU-

Ordered - for limiting the power consumption of main memory. Knapsack computes

the optimal configuration of power states for a given power budget offline, and uses this

table to determine the power states for each memory device at run time. LRU-Greedy,

LRU-Smooth and LRU-Ordered use an ordered list of devices based on LRU information

in assigning power states for devices. LRU-Greedy tries to keep as many devices in the

active memory state as possible, while honouring the power budget. LRU-Smooth tries

to keep more devices in shallow low-power states, whereas LRU-Ordered tries to send

active devices to low-power states, while trying to assign low-power states to devices

evenly. Their evaluation shows all these techniques meet the specified power budget.

Also variants of the proposed Knapsack and LRU-Greedy for performance aware energy

conservation are as effective as techniques that aim at minimizing energy consumption

while keeping performance degradation within a threshold.

Hur et al. [4] propose different methods to reduce the power consumption of conven-

tional memory systems, and meeting a power budget. For reducing power consumption,

they exploit idleness of DRAM ranks by powering them down when they are idle. Their

DRAM access scheduling policy tries to cluster accesses to same ranks by increasing

priorities of commands issued to recently accessed ranks. Their method uses command

throttling for conforming to power budgets. They integrate a delay estimator with the

memory controller, which estimates the throttling time for a given power budget, based

on the DRAM state. The delay estimator is based on an offline regression model pa-

rameterized by the DRAM power and state. Their power saving methods achieve good

energy savings, and the power throttling method closely follows the power budget.

Zheng et al. [5] propose changes to the DDRx DRAM architecture to reduce their

energy consumption. They divide a DRAM rank into multiple mini ranks to reduce the

number of devices involved in a single memory access. To facilitate this, they use a bridge

chip on each DRAM DIMM. Energy savings is mainly due to the fact that fewer memory

devices are used in each memory access. Experimental evaluation with multiprogrammed
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workloads shows that using miniranks reduces memory energy considerably for a small

performance degradation.

Ghosh et al. [6] propose energy saving techniques for conventional DRAM architec-

tures. They avoid refresh of DRAM rows that were recently accessed, during periodic

refresh. They associate a timeout counter for each bank and row of a memory module.

The counter is reset on an access, and during periodic refresh, counters with non-zero

values are not refreshed. They find that more than half of the refresh operations are

redundant for a 2GB DRAM. This technique leads to an average overall DRAM energy

savings from 6.8% to 12.13% depending on the system configuration.

Several works have proposed that Phase Change Memory (PCM) cells be used in

place of traditional volatile DRAMs for a 3D stacked chip, for their potential for zero

leakage energy consumption [7, 8]. A PCM cell uses a Phase Change material for storing

data. The material can be either in amorphous or crystalline state, each of which has

different resistivity. Changing states requires application of heat. However, using PCMs

directly is not practical, since their write cycles are very limited, and their dynamic

energy consumption is very high. By removing redundant writes and distributing writes

to different physical cells, Zhou et al. [7] demonstrate that PCMs with such support

offer significant energy and energy delay improvements over a low leakage commodity

DRAM based main memory, while increasing the lifetime of PCM to 13 to 22 years.

Cho et al. [8] propose the use of a redundant bit with each data word of the PCM

main memory to improve the endurance of PCM. Writes to memory are implemented

by first comparing the physically stored value to the new value to be written, and then

storing either the new value as such, or its one’s complement value, depending on the

hamming distance between the new and the old values. The extra bit is used to indicate

if the stored data has to be flipped before used. Cho et al. show that their technique

reduces the write time of PCM RAM by half, increases the endurance by more than a

factor a two, and saves write energy significantly.

Increasing integration has paved the way for the inclusion of embedded DRAM

(eDRAM) caches [23]. The density of eDRAM’s provide them a significant advantage
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over conventional SRAM caches, but high refresh power, which is exacerbated by device

variation presents a concern, particularly during low-power states when the CPU is idle.

Wilkerson et al. [9] propose redundancy in the form of multi-bit error-correcting codes to

reduce refresh rate and hence power. To reduce the overhead of the 6 bit error detection

and 5 bit correction code they use, they use huge 1KB cache lines for their 128 MB

eDRAM cache. Their implementation provides fast access for the common case where

there is no error or 1 bit failure. They disable lines with two or more errors, since multi

bit error correction needs hundreds of cycles for repair. With their implementation, they

reduce the refresh power to almost half, for a 2% storage overhead.

2.3 Cache and Interconnect Energy Optimization

Flautner et al. [49] observe that only a few of the cache lines are active in a given

time interval during program execution. They use this observation to put unused cache

lines in a low power state preserving (drowsy) mode. Each cache line has a drowsy bit

that indicates if the line is in low power mode. When a drowsy line is accessed, its

drowsy bit is cleared, and the line is woken up to put it in normal power mode suitable

for access. Entering and exiting the drowsy mode incurs potential performance loss,

but experimental results indicate that simple architectural techniques for management

(every 4000 cycles, all cache lines are put in drowsy mode) could fetch significant cache

energy savings for the configurations they considered.

Kaxiras et al. [50] try to reduce the time a cache line remains inactive before getting

evicted, by invalidating them and turning them off (and therefore, data stored in the

line is lost). Their simple strategy of turning off a cache line a fixed number of cycles

after its last access fetches significant cache leakage energy savings. They implement this

using a hierarchical counter system where a global cycle counter triggers per-line two bit

counters.

Operating at voltages near the threshold voltage can potentially result in energy

consumption that is an order of magnitude less, than otherwise. However, for it to be
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applied to memories, reliability and yield constraints require significant area overheads.

Dreslinski et al [10] use near threshold filter caches to reduce the energy consumption of

caches. They employ a small, near threshold filter cache along with a conventional L1

cache. Their cache (Reconfigurable Energy-Efficient Near Threshold - RENT - cache)

has one way for operation at near threshold voltage levels, and the remaining ways

implemented as conventional caches. In conventional mode of RENT cache operation,

all ways are accessed simultaneously, similar to a conventional cache. In filtered mode,

the first way, using near threshold voltage levels, operates like a filter cache, where only

its data and tags are accessed in the first cycle. Only on a miss, other ways are accessed,

and the missing line is swapped with the line that gets evicted out of the filter cache.

The RENT cache switches modes dynamically based on the miss rate for the filter cache

(when moving from filtered to conventional mode), or the estimated miss rate in the filter

cache (when moving from conventional to filtered mode), using a counter. Compared to

a conventional filter cache, the proposed RENT cache saves significant energy in both

conventional and filter modes.

Das et al [11] study the power and performance impacts of employing data compres-

sion at caches and NoCs. Cache compression increases the effective storage capacity of

caches, by allowing more data to be stored for the same physical cache size. From [11]

we can see that most applications provide opportunities for cache compression, and Das

et al. consider frequent-pattern compression. Since cache lines hold variable amount

of data, accessing caches introduces complications including the determination of the

address of a line in a set, moving data within a line during writeback or replacement,

and the extra hardware needed for this imposes a small area overhead. Using data com-

pression before sending out data on the network, and decompressing data after receiving

it from the network increases L2 access time. Das et al. pipeline a part of decompres-

sion along with network access, by starting decompression before the entire cache line

is received. Their evaluation for different classes of benchmarks show that there are

significant performance and power benefits of employing data compression.

Chang et al. [12] investigate the energy saving potential of using radio frequency
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waves over on-chip transmission lines for communication. Radio-Frequency Intercon-

nects (RF-I) have the advantage of their compatibility with existing CMOS design pro-

cess, thermal insensitivity, low latency and low energy consumption [12]. Also they can

carry multiple data streams simultaneously on the same medium, when these streams

are assigned different frequency bands, which can be assigned dynamically. RF-I trans-

mission lines can also provide single cycle communication between two endpoints on a

chip (shortcuts). In their work, Chang et al. provide a heuristic for selecting shortcuts,

giving priority for connecting routers which have high communication costs. They also

propose a configurable NOC architecture using dynamic shortcut allocation, depending

on the application specific communication profile. They then show how multicast can

be efficiently performed with RF-I. Their evaluation shows that their static shortcut

selection, application specific shortcut selection, and multicast support techniques us-

ing RF-I offer very high interconnect energy advantages, and also improve application

performance, over conventional meshes.

2.4 Network Energy Optimization

Shang et al. [92] propose an energy aware routing algorithm for data center networks.

Their basic idea is to exploit idleness of network devices by switching them off. During

routing, they try to minimize the number of devices used without adversely impacting

performance. Their algorithm works by first generating the route for the traffic that

maximizes the estimated network throughput. Then it keeps greedily eliminating the

active switches in the route till the throughput is tolerable. Switches eliminated this

way can be shut down or kept in low power mode. Their algorithm is particularly

effective in saving energy when the network load is low.

Heller et al. [93] show that, by dynamically controlling the set of active links and

switches in a data center, it is possible to achieve huge energy savings (up to 50%), while

handling the load on the network. They implement three different methods - an optimal

formulation, a greedy and and a topology aware heuristic - for finding the set of active
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links and switches, which satisfy the network traffic constraints in their power manger.

The optimal formulation produces the best solution, but it does not scale well. The

greedy heuristic produces solutions in time that varies as the square of the number of

hosts, whereas the topology aware heuristic produces reasonably good quality solutions

in linear time and is the most practical solution. They also find that obtaining energy

savings depends a lot on the network workload.

Ananthanarayanan et al. [94] provide and evaluate simple, effective schemes for

saving energy consumed by switches. Their Timed Window Prediction scheme adaptively

predicts incoming traffic for a port, and puts a port to sleep for a specific sleep duration

(determined adaptively) if the predicted traffic is less than a threshold. Any incoming

packet for a port during the sleep duration can potentially be received by a shadow port

associated with this port. They also propose a Wake-on-Packet feature for ports, which

activates inactive ports configured to be woken up on the arrival of a packet for the port.

The Wake on Packet scheme compares favorably over the Timed Window Prediction

scheme, and also suffers less packet loss.

Nedevschi et al. [95] propose two different methods for reducing the power consump-

tion of networks: putting idle network components to sleep, and controlling the rate of

network operation. The former technique is applicable when the component is idle (no

packet to process), whereas the latter can be applied even when the network is processing

packets. For increasing the idleness of devices to create more opportunities for sleep-

ing, they propose a novel buffer and burst scheme in which a router buffers incoming

packets for a specific time, and then routes them to the appropriate routers in bursts.

For rate control, they assume that the links can operate at different power states (volt-

age/frequency), offering a range of power/performance trade-offs. Their rate adaptation

algorithm estimates the arrival rate based on history, and depending on the acceptable

queueing delay, chooses a power state (DVS setting). Both schemes achieve significant

energy savings. Moreover, the power characteristics of network devices (active to idle

power ratio and the fraction of frequency dependent power consumption over total power

consumption) have a huge impact on energy savings.
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Nedevschi et al. [100] make a detailed study of network traffic patterns and user pres-

ence indicators derived from the data collected from 250 enterprise users. They find that

there is a considerable potential for saving network energy, but exploiting it effectively

while keeping a device’s network presence intact is nontrivial. They analyze different

network protocols and classify them based on whether it is safe to ignore incoming pack-

ets for the protocols, and analyze four different proxies depending on their handling

idleness and incoming packets during idleness. Based on their analysis, they propose a

simple proxy architecture that can accommodate different design options based on rules

specifying how a specific traffic type should be handled during idle periods, and describe

their prototype implementation.

2.5 Disk Energy Optimization

Gurumurthi et al. [101] vary the disk speed dynamically to reduce the energy consump-

tion of the disk arrays. They first model the power consumption of disks as a function of

the rotating speed, and use this model in their speed selection algorithm. In their speed

selection algorithm, the disk controller specifies the range of speeds in which disks should

operate. Individual disks use their disk request queues to decide the speed of operation.

Each disk monitors its request queues periodically. If the number of requests is lower

than a threshold, its speed is reduced by one step. To avoid performance degradation,

the disk array controller tracks the average response times for the last n requests. If

the value increases beyond an upper tolerance level, all disks are set to operate at the

highest speed. If it reduces below a lower tolerance level, then the lower bound for speed

of operation is reduced further to provide more opportunities for scaling down the speed.

This technique achieves significant disk energy savings.

Pinheiro et al. [102] use redundancy already present in storage systems for saving

disk energy. During periods of light load on the system, reads are directed only to

the original disks, avoiding reading of redundant disks; and only a subset of disks are

updated on a write immediately - other redundant disks are updated periodically. When
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the load is high, reads result in the activation of the redundant disks also, and all disks

are updated during writes. They also propose a novel energy model for estimating the

energy consumption of this technique, and show how this model can be used for finding

the best redundancy configuration for energy aware storage systems. Their model also

shows that this technique is more effective than other energy saving techniques that

do not consider redundancy. They also substantiate the findings of the model using

simulation.

Yao et al. [103] propose a two-level I/O cache architecture to save energy without

compromising performance. It is a redundancy aware scheme applicable for RAID-5

systems, which tries to avoid accesses to disks in standby mode by using the information

present in the I/O cache and active/idle disks, exploiting redundancy to generate the

necessary data. They provide transformations of both read and write accesses to the

disk in standby mode to a combination of reads to caches or non-standby disks, and also

an algorithm that improves the rate of transformation. Their experimental evaluation

shows that significant energy savings and response time improvements could be achieved

with their I/O cache architecture.

2.6 CPU Energy Optimization

In this section, we will look at a few approaches for reducing energy consumption of CPU

components. We start with the applications of DVFS, and then look at other hardware

based techniques for reducing CPU energy. Finally we look at how instruction scheduling

can be used for reducing leakage energy consumption of CPU functional units.

2.6.1 Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling

Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling is a very effective technique for reducing energy

consumption. It has been implemented at different layers of the system - Hardware, OS

and Application layers.
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DVFS at Hardware Layer:

Ranganathan et al [19] observe that large enterprise systems are typically underutilized

and overprovisioned for power and cooling resources for worst case scenarios which rarely

occur in reality. Based on this observation, they call for a new approach for power

budgeting, and implement this for a blade architecture, for which they manage power

at the enclosure level for the blade server system. Their system consists of a centralized

controller at the ensemble level, and agents at each blade server. The agents provide

local power monitoring and control, and report readings to the ensemble controller.

Based on the information gathered from all the agents, the controller delegates specific

power management actions (eg. using DVFS) to the agents, considering any performance

guarantees or service-level agreements for different workloads. Their approach requires

changes to firmware for implementing monitoring and management actions. Using this

approach, they could reduce the power budget significantly for a small performance

degradation.

Isci et al. [16] propose a dynamic phase predictor based on a phase history table,

and use it in conjunction with a DVFS method in a Pentium M laptop system. They

define program phases based on the range of the ratio between the number of memory

bus transactions and the microoperations retired (same as in [25]). Their Global Phase

History Table predictor predicts the next phase based on the past phases, recorded in

a Global Phase History Register. This is used to index into a Pattern History Table,

which maps a recorded pattern to a next phase prediction. Each predicted phase is

mapped to a frequency/voltage setting provided by the processor. Their method fetches

high EDP improvements for programs that exhibit non-negligible variability, and reduces

mispredictions over competetive predictors.

Bhattacharjee et al [20] find that thread criticality is highly correlated to its cache

misses (L1 - both instruction and data - and L2 misses). They propose a thread crici-

cality predictor that uses miss rates of caches to predict a thread’s criticality, and use

this predictor in two different contexts - to offload work from a critical thread and to

use DVFS to scale down the frequency of non-critical threads. For doing DVFS, the
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predictor maintains a per core counter for estimating a thread’s criticality. The counter

gets updated on cache misses, and once it crosses a threshold for any thread that oper-

ates at the highest frequency, a new voltage/frequency is chosen for all threads, based

on the values of the counters for them. To reduce criticality mispredictions, they filter

fast changes to the counter values using another table that records DVFS transition sug-

gestions to consistent values. They have used subsets of Splash2 and parsec benchmarks

in their evaluation. Most of the benchmarks are SPMD style programs, which is one of

the reasons why they observe that instruction count is not a good indicator of thread

criticality.

Rangan et al [21] suggest thread motion, as opposed to conventional DVFS, to adapt

to the needs of applications. They evaluate their proposal in a system with multiple cores

that have different, but fixed power/performance levels, and find that, a system with two

voltage/frequency levels are sufficient to achieve the benefits of a per-core DVFS control.

Their proposal is motivated by the high costs currently involved in building a chip with

multiple voltage domains and huge latencies involved in DVFS transitions. Their thread

motion strategy operates at a very fine granularity, and is driven either by the expiry

of a fixed interval (time driven - 200 cycles) or by cache misses (miss driven). It works

by swapping the application with the highest IPC, that is not already running on a core

with high operating voltage/frequency, with the application that suffered a miss on a

high performance core, and seeks to maximize the number of committed instructions in

the system by assigning an application in a compute-intensive phase to high performance

cores. This was evaluated on a 16 core system with a relatively small 2 MB L2 cache

with in-order cores, for which misses can cause severe performance loss; they also assume

that their system supports very fast thread motion.

Semararo et al. [31] propose Multiple Clock Domain processors to overcome the

increasingly challenging problems of clock distribution and power dissipation. MCD

processors are based on the general idea of GALS (Globally Asynchronous and Locally

Synchronous) architectures [32] which was investigated by Chapiro. MCD processors

allow their chips to be partitioned into independent voltage/frequency domains which
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can run at different voltage/frequencies. They necessitate synchronization circuits for

inter-domain communication, but their performance impact on out-of-order processors

is negligible. They offer the flexibility of operating performance non-critical domains

at lower voltage/frequencies, and therefore, the potential for saving more energy than

traditional single clock domain chips.

Semararo et al [34] first proposed a hardware based method for voltage (frequency)

selection for MCD processors. Their algorithm monitors queue lengths of each domain

over a fixed instruction interval (10000 instructions) and bases its decision on the queue

lengths. It operates in two modes - attack and decay. The attack mode is used if

the difference in queue utilization over the current and the last interval is more than a

threshold (higher queue occupancy will result in higher voltage/frequency settings). The

decay mode is used otherwise. In the decay mode, the frequency (voltage) is slightly

reduced, if the changes in IPC over the intervals is more than a performance threshold.

Wu et al. [35] build a mathematical model for the queue occupancy of a domain,

as a function of the service rate and arrival rate of the domain, and relate the ser-

vice rate to the operating frequency of the domain. Using this model, the MCD-DVFS

problem is formulated as a feedback control problem. Their Proportional Integral con-

troller tries to maintain queue occupancies at nominal values, which depend on the

allowable performance degradation. Like [34], it uses queue occupancies averaged over

a 10000 instruction period as feedback signals, and domain frequencies to control queue

occupancies. However, unlike [34], this method uses formal methods to find frequency

(voltage) assignments. This controller performs significantly better than the heuristic

online controller [34].

Instead of using a fixed 10000 instruction interval to sample queue occupancies and

initiate changes in frequency setting, Wu et al. also propose a controller [36] whose

reaction time is adaptive to application workload variations. In order to avoid DVFS

transitions due to transient changes in workload, this method uses a combination of

deviation threshold, and timeout. DVFS transitions are initiated, only if the change in

workload is beyond a threshold, and is consistently beyond the threshold beyond a period
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(timeout). On an average, its performance is close to the more complex PI controller

with a fixed interval reaction time. For benchmarks with fast workload variations, it

outperforms [35]. All of the three online methods base their DVFS decisions on local

queue occupancies, and always run the front end domain at the highest frequency.

DVFS has also been attempted for CMP processors. We can broadly classify the

existing works based on whether they are targetting multithreaded workloads [37, 40, 41]

or multiprogrammed workloads [42, 38].

Herbert et al [37] evaluate different DVFS schemes for both commercial and scientific

multithreaded applications, which do not show strong interaction [37]. All schemes they

evaluate use local information to choose voltage and frequency setting for each domain,

and are interval based. Among the different schemes they evaluate, the greedy controller,

originally proposed in [39] achieves the best result. The controller starts at the highest

frequency setting, and lowers the voltage by one step in the next interval. In steady

state, it compares the Energy/Throughput2 (ET−2) metric of the current and the last

intervals; If the value has reduced, it increases (or decreases) the voltage by one step

(based on the last decision). Otherwise it flips the direction by one step, holds the new

step for a specified number of intervals, and then moves in the flipped direction again

by one step, and reaches a steady state again. This method achieves significant energy

savings and ET−2 improvements. They report that per-core VF setting does not offer

huge benefits that could amortize the design complexity.

Juang et al [40] propose per core DVFS based on queue occupancy in all cores in a

CMP, and point out that local information is insufficient for the choice of energy efficient

voltage/frequency settings across multiple cores. However, they ignore the memory sub-

system, which could be the real bottleneck. Their method is based on control theoretic

principles, but their interval is fixed and require pair-wise communication for every DVFS

interval and setting up of per thread load factor for each thread. Their evaluation was

done on an ARM like CMP with no L2 cache and a fast memory system.

The work of Li et al [41] optimizes power consumption in a CMP system running
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multithreaded programs, while meeting the performance target. They use a single volt-

age/frequency setting for all cores, and find both the number of cores taking part in

computation, and a voltage frequency assignment for them. They use binary search to

find the number of processors taking part in computation, and a highly simplified per-

formance model to find voltage/frequency settings. Theirs is a run-time scheme, where

trials for different processor counts and frequency settings are done online for each par-

allel region. Their method converges to a stable setting after about 3 trials in most

cases.

Isci et al [42] propose and evaluate different global power management policies based

on DVFS on a CMP. Their aim is to maximize system throughput, while meeting a given

power budget. They use a hierarchical power management method where a DVFS based

global power manager senses per core power-performance statistics periodically and en-

sures that chip-level power budgets are met using DVFS. Local monitors provide local

statistics to the global manager, and employ baseline dynamic power management poli-

cies like clock gating and fetch throttling. They conclude that per-core DVFS achieves

superior results over chip-wide DVFS.

Teodorescu et al. [38] propose process variation aware scheduling and power manage-

ment algorithms for maximizing system throughput for a given power budget. Due to

process variation, each core on a many-core CMP potentially differs from others in both

static power consumed, and the maximum frequency supported by it. Their scheduling

algorithms map cores to applications based on IPC/power characteristics of the applica-

tion, and the frequency and power characteristics of cores.

DVFS at Application Layer:

Magklis et al. propose a profile guided approach [33] for doing DVFS for MCD processors.

In their method, they construct a detailed precedence graph of microarchitectural events

based on a cycle accurate simulation for a profile run of the program with a train input

set. Apart from data dependencies, it also creates functional dependences, which link

each event to previous (and subsequent) events (in different instructions) that use the
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same hardware units [31, 33]. For this simulation, all domains run at the highest possible

frequency. The method then uses this graph to exploit the available slack for some of

the events to finish, by reducing the frequency of domains while keeping the performance

degradation within the given threshold. The precedence graph can be created at different

levels of context sensitivity by keeping track of or ignoring call sites/loops and individual

paths in program. The results conclude that a simple definition of program context is

sufficient to achieve the benefits of a detailed definition.

Krishnaswamy et al. [43] use program phase behaviour to identify voltage/frequency

reconfiguration points. DVS for the identified phases is found using two methods: First,

the problem is formulated as a Multiple Choice Knapsack Problem and solved using

heuristics, and also as an Integer Linear Programming, (ILP) and solved using a com-

mercial ILP solver. Evaluation on a set of mediabench programs shows that the solution

obtained by the heuristic method is close to the optimal solution. Their evaluation was

performed on an ARM simulator, and their method requires whole program simulation

for multiple times, once for each frequency setting.

There have been other software based DVFS algorithms for stream programs in the

Embedded and Real Time Systems community [45, 44, 46]. In addition to DVFS, they

also consider scheduling. For DVFS, they either use a linear performance model, or

assume that program execution time is known for all frequencies. These works do not

specify the implementation of the algorithms (eg. the level - application or OS - at which

these algorithms can be implemented, implementation of the scheduling of communica-

tion among threads), and deal with the problem at more abstract levels. For evaluations,

they use processor models without an operating system.

For multi-threaded applications whose task dependence can be represented as a Di-

rected Acyclic Graph (DAG), Kimura et al. [47] propose an algorithm using DVFS for

energy savings. Their algorithm computes the slack for a task as the difference between

the latest finish time and the earliest start time for the task based on the task depen-

dence DAG and the estimated execution times for the tasks, and uses this slack to reduce

voltage/frequency settings, without increasing the execution time. They evaluate their
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algorithm on a real cluster, and report significant energy savings for a small performance

degradation. Some important class of applications including stream applications can

not always be represented as DAGs, since filters (work units in stream programs) are

generally executed repeatedly. Moreover, some filters can be stateful (data dependence

spanning different executions), necessitating a different approach for DVFS.

Hsu et al [1] design a compiler algorithm for CPU energy reduction using DVFS,

and evaluate their implementation on a real laptop. Their algorithm identifies a sin-

gle program region, and a frequency setting for the region, that minimizes the energy

consumption of the CPU, without degrading the performance of the program beyond a

specified threshold. This is formulated as a minimization problem, and solved by enumer-

ating the different solutions. The program is first instrumented to facilitate profiling the

execution time and energy consumption of loops and callsites (basic regions) at various

CPU frequencies. Using this, the execution time and energy consumption of combined

regions (sequence of basic regions, if-then-else involving basic regions, etc.) is calculated,

and from this information, the minimization problem is solved. This is one of the first

compiler based solutions for DVFS with evaluation on a real system.

Wu et al [25] use DVFS in a dynamic compilation system to achieve significant

energy savings in a Pentium M based system. They propose a simple analytical decision

model for DVFS, separating CPU and memory operations, and observe that those CPU

operations that run concurrently with memory can be potentially slowed down. They

estimate the execution times of these operations using performance counters for the

target system, and use linear interpolation for scaling the frequency while satisfying the

performance constraint. Their algorithm is applied for hot regions of the program (loops

and functions whose execution count is greater than a threshold). Their implementation

is based on the Intel PIN system [2].

DVFS at OS Layer:

Weiser et al. [98] evaluate three different DVFS techniques at the operating system level

for saving energy. Two of them, OPT and FUTURE, require future knowledge, and
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try to scale down the frequency of the CPU as long as idle time is utilized, and assume

the presence of trace data obtained from the scheduler. Their third technique called

PAST uses recent past history, assumes that the future would be similar, and scales the

frequency based on the recent past. Their simulation results show that DVFS at fine

grained intervals can save significant CPU energy with little performance degradation.

Dhiman et al. [97] propose an online learning method to choose DVFS settings for

individual tasks for a multitasking environment. They record per task statistics, and

based on that, their online learning algorithm chooses the voltage/frequency setting that

minimizes energy consumption and performance degradation. Their algorithm assigns a

weight vector, with components for each frequency setting, based on the estimated CPU

intensiveness of the task using performance counters. It then chooses the frequency

setting that forms the highest fraction with respect to the sum of all the elements of the

weight vector. Their implementation in the linux operating system as a kernel module

achieves good energy savings for a small performance degradation.

Linux supports a kernel-level manager called ondemand governor [24] for controlling

the voltage and frequency of CPUs dynamically. It uses two different intervals, and two

different thresholds for increasing and decreasing the CPU frequencies. If the utilization

is higher than the upper threshold, the frequency is increased to the maximum frequency.

If the utilization is less than the lower threshold, frequency is reduced by 20%. The CPU

utilization sampling interval, and the upper threshold can be configured.

CPUSpeed [99] is a freely available software linux kernel subsystem that performs

DVFS for mobile CPUs. It is a user level DVFS governor, unlike the ondemand governor.

It slows down a processor’s frequency when it is idle, when the mobile system runs on

battery power, or when it is overheating. It increases the frequency when the CPU is

busy. It is an interval based algorithm in which the CPU utilization is monitored for

a fixed interval, and DVFS decisions are made for the next interval depending on the

observed utilization.

Seo et al. [96] propose a DVFS algorithm operating at the granularity of context

switches, where the voltage/frequency settings are set to match the requirements of the
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task chosen for running. It uses only two frequency settings: the maximum and minimum

settings allowed for the system. For tasks which complete their time slice, it chooses the

highest frequency, whereas for other tasks, it chooses the least frequency. This algorithm

uses the idleness of I/O bound tasks to apply DVFS for energy savings. This algorithm

was implemented in Linux 2.6.10 scheduler, and experimental evaluation on a Samsung

SX-10 laptop with a mix of benchmarks from SPEC-CPU 2000, multi-media and office

applications, and file I/O benchmarks shows that the algorithm achieves similar energy

savings as both the ondemand and CPUSpeed governors for linux, but with much less

performance degradation.

Shye et al [13] choose DVFS settings based on individual user physiological traits for

interactive applications. Using two initial studies, they demonstrate that inputs from

certain biometric sensors capture user satisfaction about the system performance, and

that their satisfaction correlates to their physiological traits the sensors capture. They

propose Physiological Traits based Power-management (PTP) which tries to find the

least frequency setting that retains the satisfaction of the user (captured by the sensors).

They also employ a combination of PTP and Linux’s on demand power governor [24],

choosing the least of the frequencies chosen by the two methods. From their experiments

conducted on IBM Thinkpad laptops with 20 users, they find that PTP offers an attrac-

tive way for performing DVFS. The advantage with their scheme is that they customize

DVFS for each user based on her satisfaction levels. However, the biometric sensors they

employ are intrusive, and their technique can be applied only for interactive applications.

In [14], Shye et al. parameterize the power consumption of Android G1 mobile

systems based on the traces of user activity. They find that the display and the CPU

are the major power consuming components of their system, and that they are highly

utilized when the end user interacts with the system. For energy savings, they propose a

variant of Linux’s ondemand governor, varying frequency gradually instead of abruptly.

They also decrease brightness of the screen to a fraction of the actual user set value,

gradually. The end user feedback indicates that these changes do not adversely impact

user satisfaction much, and at the same time, these changes achieve modest savings in
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energy.

Bi et al [22] propose a DVFS method for interactive applications. Their method

tracks CPU usage at user interaction events, and predicts future CPU usage, and uses

this prediction to choose new voltage/frequency settings. For this, they distinguish

each interactive component (eg. a button), and collect information about keyboard and

mouse events, and identify the tasks initiated by these events. At the end of the tasks,

the triggering event’s estimated execution time is updated using the Aged-α method.

Next time the same event occurs, their method uses the ratio of the estimated execution

time and the user perception threshold to scale the frequency and voltage, depending on

the observation that task completion within duration of perception threshold is unlikely

to be perceived by the user. They evaluated their approach on a real desktop machine,

and found that their method is better than the Linux’s on demand DVFS for interactive

applications.

Simon et al. [48] propose an adaptive DVFS scheduling scheme which chooses between

optimistic and pessimistic frequency levels to optimize system energy consumption, while

also ensuring timing guarantees. Their scheduler chooses frequency settings dynamically,

till the chosen speed is below a threshold, and once the threshold is exceeded, the sched-

uler chooses a constant, pessimistic frequency to ensure that deadline is met. Tasks are

modeled as events, are associated with deadlines, and the number of task arrivals in

an interval of time is bound. With these assumptions, their method uses timed model

checking to determine whether their DVFS scheduler should operate in the optimistic or

pessimistic mode.

2.6.2 Other Hardware based Methods

Kontorinis et al [15] propose architectural support for constraining the peak power con-

sumption of the processor. The processor is highly configurable by design, and most

components of the processor are configurable at different levels. While designing the

processor, configurations that result in peak power consumption beyond desirable levels

are identified, and are carefully excluded in the configuration ROM that contains the set
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of all acceptable configurations. The processor has an adaptation manager that collects

performance counters over an interval and chooses a configuration from the config ROM

for the next interval. Reconfiguration is done carefully to ensure that the power con-

straints are met even during the process of reconfiguration. The proposed architecture

reduces peak power significantly (about 25%) for a small performance loss (5%).

To reduce leakage energy consumption of idle functional units, many circuits support

a low leakage mode for the functional units [17]. Entering and exiting the mode incurs

costs in energy and delays, and therefore these modes must be used carefully, or the

overheads of entering and exiting the mode could outweigh any leakage energy savings

possible. There is a breakeven time, the minimum time a functional unit must stay in

the idle mode so that the leakage energy savings in the low leakage mode is more than

the energy overhead for entering and exiting the low leakage mode.

Youssef et al. [18] propose the use of a simple finite state machine to dynamically

generate sleep signals for functional units, based on the application’s usage of functional

units. They vary the idle threshold period for a functional unit to enter the low leakage

mode depending on the application behaviour, keeping track of the number of times an

application fails to stay in the idle state for breakeven time, and it remains in the idle

mode for breakeven time. Each time the application remains in idle mode for more than

the breakeven time, the threshold is decremented by a pre-determined step (incremented

if the application fails to remain in idle mode for the breakeven time), adjusting the

threshold accordingly. They find that their technique predicts the duration of the standby

period accurately, resulting in increased leakage energy savings.

2.6.3 Instruction Scheduling for reducing Leakage Energy

Vardhan et al. [29] use instruction scheduling to group instructions using the same

functional units together, in order to increase the periods when the functional units are

continuously busy, or free. This assists the hardware that puts idle functional units

in low leakage mode in generating sleep signals more effectively, and saving leakage

energy. They implement this as the heuristic for selecting an instruction for execution in
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the list scheduling algorithm. The scheduling automaton keeps track of the usage of all

functional units in a global resource usage vector (GRV), and chooses a ready instruction

that minimizes the euclidean distance between the GRV and the instruction’s resource

reservation table. Ties are resolved by giving priority to the instruction that has the

longest weighted distance to any leaf node (as in traditional list scheduling).

Nagpal et al. [30] incorporate energy awareness in the instruction scheduling for

Clustered VLIW processors. In their scheduling algorithm, they priorotize ready in-

structions based on the slack available for completing them. The slack is updated once

an instruction is scheduled. Among clusters having free functional units of the needed

type, and to which any necessary operand transfer can be scheduled, ones that have an

active functional unit is given preference. In the absence of such a cluster, the cluster

that reduces communication cost is chosen. If the chosen cluster does not have an active

functional unit, the instruction is put back in the ready queue if its slack is more than a

threshold; Otherwise the functional unit that is in the sleep mode for the longest time is

chosen. The algorithm keeps track of idleness of functional units, and puts a functional

unit to sleep mode after every idle cycle. Both [29, 30] obtain significant leakage energy

savings on top of the hardware that puts idle functional units in sleep mode.



Chapter 3

DVFS for an MCD

Microarchitecture

Multiple Clock Domain processors provide an attractive solution to the increasingly

challenging problems of clock distribution and power dissipation. They allow their chips

to be partitioned into different clock domains, and each domain’s frequency (voltage) to

be independently configured. This extra flexibility adds new dimensions to the Dynamic

Voltage and Frequency Selection problem, while providing much better opportunities for

reducing power dissipation and meeting performance demands.

The MCD-DVFS problem (for a program and a processor system) is to assign and

effect frequency and voltage settings for each domain of the processor, with possibly

different settings for different intervals of execution time, so that the energy consumed

for the execution of the program in the system is minimized, and the performance of

the program does not degrade beyond a specified fraction of the execution time, if all

domains were running at the highest frequency throughout the program execution.

In this chapter, we explain a compiler directed approach for MCD-DVFS. We build a

formal Petri net based program performance model, parameterized by settings of microar-

chitectural components and resource configurations, and integrate it with our compiler

passes for frequency selection. Our model estimates the impact of a frequency setting on

the execution time for a program region, unlike the existing best techniques which rely

29
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on weaker indicators of domain performance such as queue occupancies (used by most

online methods - [34, 35, 36]) and slack manifestation for a different frequency setting

(software based methods [33]).

We first introduce the MCD architecture we have used. Then we present our Petri

net model for estimating program performance, and demonstrate how this could be used

for finding energy efficient DVFS settings for two simple examples. The description of

our Petri net model based Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (PDVFS) for MCD

processors follows these. Finally, experimental results are discussed.

3.1 An MCD Architecture

We use the MCD architecure proposed in [31] for our evaluation. The proposal partitions

the Alpha 21264 CPU into the following domains:

1. FrontEnd - includes ICache, Fetch, Rename, Dispatch and Commit Units

2. Integer - includes Integer ALU’s and Register Files

3. FloatingPoint - includes FP ALU’s and Register Files

4. LoadStore - includes L1 Data Cache and Unified L2 Cache

There is also the fifth domain corresponding to the main memory. However, the main

memory always operates at a fixed frequency.

Figure 3.1 shows the domain partitioning for the MCD architecture we consider.

3.2 PDVFS: A High Level View

In our method, we first build a program performance model parameterized by settings of

microarchitectural components and resource configurations (here, the frequency setting

for different domains) of the processor in which the program would be executed. We use

this model to estimate the impact of a frequency setting on the program performance,
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Figure 3.1: A Popular MCD Partitioning

and choose the lowest frequency setting that does not degrade the performance beyond

a specified threshold.

A timed Petri net model, driven by a detailed precedence graph and resource avail-

ability serves as the performance model. Using Petri nets, we can capture resource

constraints characterizing a microarchitecture, and data and control dependencies char-

acterizing a program, and directly estimate the impact on performance of a frequency

setting on a program. This property is unique to Petri nets (among the existing queue

utilization based methods [34, 35, 36] and the profile based method [33]).

3.2.1 Petri nets: An Introduction

Petri nets are powerful mathematical abstractions that have traditionally been used for

studying systems. Typically, in such studies, systems are first modeled as Petri nets, and

the Petri nets are then analyzed. The results of Petri net analysis provide information

about the dynamic behaviour of the modeled system [89].

Petri nets can naturally model concurrency in systems, and because of this, they

have a wide range of applicability in modeling systems like pipelined and multi-function

arithmetic units in CPUs, parallel and distributed software systems, chemical systems,

and legal systems [89]. Petri net models have also been used for optimizing programs -
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for instance, they have been used for instruction scheduling using software pipelining in

[90, 52].

Petri nets have been derived from the work of C.A.Petri, in whose honor they are

named so. Peterson’s book [89] has a good introduction to Petri net modeling, their

properties and applications. Originally, Peti nets did not have the notion of time asso-

ciated with them; Ramchandani augmented the basic Petri net definition by associating

each transition with a firing time [91].

Like many other mathematical abstractions, the study of Petri nets can be broadly

classified into pure Petri net theory and applied Petri net theory. Pure Petri net theory

deals with understanding properties of different types of Petri nets. Applied Petri net

theory focusses on the application of Petri nets for modeling systems, and using the

properties of the Petri nets to gain insights into the properties of the systems themselves

[89].

While the study of pure Petri nets itself is an exciting area of research, in this thesis,

we have applied a Petri net based program performance model for optimizing energy

consumption of CPUs during program execution, using dynamic voltage and frequency

scaling.

Formally, a Petri net is a three tuple (P,T,A), where P is the non-empty set {p1, p2, . . . pn}

of places, T is the non-empty set {t1, t2, . . . tm} of transitions, such that P ∩ T = ∅, and

A is the multiset (bag) of arcs that connect places and transitions. A marking is a func-

tion M : P− > I, where I is the set of non-negative integers, indicating the number of

tokens, a place has. A transition can fire if all places incident into it have a non-zero

token count. When a transition fires, the token count of each place incident in to it is

decremented by one, and the token count of each place incident out of it is incremented

by one. A timed Petri net is a tuple (PN, Ω) where PN is a Petri net and Ω : T− > R+

assigns the time required by each transition ti in PN to fire [90].

Intuitively, in our Petri net model, the requirement that a transition can fire only

when all of its input places have a non-zero token count can model the set of constraints

that must be satisfied for an instruction to enter a pipeline stage. The notion of time
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captures the time an instruction should spend in a pipeline stage before leaving the stage.

3.2.2 Using Petri nets in PDVFS

We can classify the constraints to be satisfied by a program execution on a microarchi-

tecture, and modeled by Petri nets in PDVFS, as precedence and resource constraints.

Initially we build a detailed precedence graph (modeling precedence constraints) similar

to [62], statically.

The nodes of the precedence graph model pipeline stages an instruction goes through.

An edge from node i to node j in the graph means that the instruction at stage i must

leave that stage before the instruction at stage j can enter that stage. These constraints

correspond to data dependences or certain kind of resource constraints, which can be

expressed as precedence constraints - for instance, because of the finite number of ROB

(Re-Order Buffer) entries, a dynamic instruction i + 80 can not enter the dispatch stage

before instruction i leaves the commit stage stage (assuming that there are 80 ROB

entries).

From this precedence graph and the specification of the number and types of mi-

croarchitectural resources, we derive the Petri net by

• creating a transition ti for each node i of the graph

• creating a place pi,j for an edge from node i to node j of the graph; the place has

ti as an input transition and tj as an output transition

• creating a place for each resource type; the transition corresponding to each pipeline

stage of an instruction using that resource is both an input and output transition

for that place; for such places, the token count is initialized to the number of

instances of that resource in the microarchitecture

Our construction of Petri nets from precedence and resource constraints is based on

[52]. In the Petri nets that we construct, transition firing times are determined by func-

tional unit latencies. For transitions corresponding to memory access stage of memory
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access instructions, firing times are determined by latencies of caches and memory, and

whether a particular access hits or misses in the cache, and can therefore be theoretically

modeled as a random variable (and only in this case - for memory access transitions -

the mapping Ω is from a transition to a random variable, instead of a fixed real [91]).

Also when multiple transitions can fire at the same time, the transition that corresponds

to the earlier dynamic instruction in program order gets priority.

Our frequency selection procedure uses the Petri net model to estimate program

performance for a frequency setting. It first orders domains in the decreasing order of

power consumption, and chooses a frequency setting for each domain. Once a frequency

is chosen for a domain, it is not changed. This is similar to the heuristic used in the profile

based method [33]. For each domain, binary search is used to explore frequency settings.

However, once a frequency setting is chosen for exploration, performance estimation for

that setting is made independent of the estimates of other settings, unlike the profile

based method. Later we shall see that the frequency selection procedure finds settings

that are close to optimal settings for a MCD CPU with a restricted number of frequency

settings.

We now present two examples. The first example is a simple one that takes us

through the PDVFS technique. It is intriguing in the sense that it presents the case

when a lower frequency setting can actually result in better performance. The second

one is a more realistic one and tells us why, with the way the online methods operate, a

high issue queue length in a domain does not always mean that the domain is the overall

performance bottleneck.

3.2.3 Looking beyond a Single Schedule

Table 3.1 presents a loop for which an energy efficient frequency setting that does not

degrade performance has to be found. The processor on which this loop will be executed

has a branch unit, a saturating adder, an ordinary adder, and a logic unit that can

perform two input boolean operations. The processor can fetch, issue and commit six

instructions per cycle, and has a 24 entry ROB. The processor provides two frequency
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loop1: a = c xor f
d = c +sat d /* add c to d; saturate if necessary */
e = d + g /* usual addition */
b = a + i /* usual addition */
c = b or h
bnei d, loop1 /* loop if d is not yet saturated */

Table 3.1: A Simple Example
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Figure 3.2: Simplified Precedence Graph for the code in Section 3.2.3

settings for the saturating adder unit - the adder can operate at a highest frequency, or

half the highest frequency. All other units always operate at the highest frequency. The

processor resolves resource conflicts by giving priority to the earliest instruction instance.

We show in Figure 3.2, a highly simplified (and incomplete) version of the precedence

graph - the most critical part of the Petri net model - that our method constructs. We

will specify the graph completely in Section 3.3.2. We have shown only two stages -

Execute and Commit - for simplicity.

As we see from Figure 3.2, each edge (m, n) in the graph is labeled by an (l, d) tuple:

latency l and distance d. The tuple signifies that the (i + d)th iteration of n can begin, l

units of time after the ith iteration of m has been initiated. If any component of a tuple
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Figure 3.3: Petri net based on Figure 3.2 and Resource Constraints

is not explitly stated, then the value of that component is 0.

The ROB size induced edge from node 2 to node 1 indicates that the fifth instance of

instruction 1 can not enter the Execute stage before the first instance commits. Similarly,

commits take place in order (edges from node 2 to 4, ...). We can see that nodes 5 and

7 are not directly connected, even though they use the same resource. Labels of some

edges are variables (like s and i) - they depend on the frequency setting. i is always 1, for

this example. s can take a value of 1 or 2, depending on whether the saturating adder is

operated at the highest frequency or half frequency.

Figure 3.3 shows the initial marking for the Petri net based on Figure 3.2, and the

resource constraints that are relevant for the processor. Apart from the transitions and

places corresponding to the edges and the nodes of the precedence graph, the Petri net

also has places which model the finite number of available resources. They are shown

as dotted circles. For instance, only one of the nodes, T5 or T7 can be fired at the

same time, because they both require an adder, but only one adder is available. Initially,
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s = 1 s = 2
Time Transitions Fired Comments Transitions Fired Comments

0 T1, T3 None else is ready T1, T3 None else is ready
1 T5, T11, T2, T4 T5 given priority over T7 T7, T2 T3 - not over; T5 not ready
2 T7, T6 T9 depends on T7 T5, T9, T11, T4 No resource conflict
3 T9, T8 T1, T3 depend on T9 T1, T3, T6, T8, T10, T12 Iter 1 ends; 2 begins
4 T1, T3, T10, T12 Iter 1 ends; 2 begins T7, T2 T3 - not finished; T5 not ready
5 T5, T11, T2, T4 T5 given priority over T7 T5, T9, T11, T4 No resource conflict
6 T7, T6 T9 depends on T7 T1, T3, T6, T8, T10, T12 Iter 2 ends; 3 begins
7 T9, T8 T1, T3 not ready yet ... ...
8 T1, T3, T10, T12 Iter 2 ends; Iter 3 begins ... ...

Table 3.2: Firing Sequences when the Saturating Adder is run at Max. Frequency and
half of Max. Frequency

as suggested in [52], the token counts of all the places corresponding to loop carried

dependences are set to the corresponding dependence distances.

Since Petri nets can model the properties of a program and a microarchitecture, we

can use them to model program performance. The frequency selection method uses Petri

net simulation to determine the baseline performance by setting the value of s as 1, and

finding the average time taken for firing transition T12 (which corresponds to the last

stage of the last instruction). This average time actually corresponds to the Initiation

Interval (II) for the loop [52]. It turns out that this value is 4.

Then binary search is carried out on the available frequencies for the only configurable

domain - the domain of the saturating adder. We use binary search to restrict the search

space (We only need to evaluate log2n frequency settings if there are n possible frequency

settings). In this case, PDVFS will try both frequency settings for the domain. The

search will terminate when it is not possible to find a lower frequency setting in the search

space (which gets halved for every performance evaluation) that meets the performance

constraints.

The left and right halves of Table 3.2 show the transitions fired at different times, for

the case when the saturating adder is run at full frequency and half frequency, respec-

tively. Since it is possible to meet the performance constraints with the half frequency

setting and there is no other lower setting meeting the constraints, PDVFS chooses the

half frequency setting for the saturating adder.
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The point to note here is that if we had created an edge from node 5 to node 7

in Figure 3.2 because they use the same resource, and they happen to execute in that

order when the saturating adder was run at the maximum frequency, then we would not

have been able to find the second schedule. PDVFS does not create such conservative

edges - the impact of such an edge is obvious in this example: the length of the critical

cycle is increased, and the saturating add operation features in the critical cycle; instead,

PDVFS lets the transitions in the Petri net be fired again and identifies better schedules,

if any.

This example is chosen and illustrated this way, for the only reason that it is easy

to do all the computations manually. The method is very much applicable for multiple

configurable domains, with many more frequency settings for each domain.

3.2.4 Issue Queue Monitoring

Figure 3.4 gives the assembly code for a simple vector reduction (sum) program, gener-

ated by machsuif and suif [63]. We will examine two different CPU system configurations.

In both configurations, an FP add takes 4 FP cycles; there are 120 ROB entries, 20 and

15 integer and FP queue entries respectively; the cache line size is 64 bytes, an L2 miss

takes 80ns, and there is a single memory port; there are four independent clock domains

in the processor; in addition, there is the external memory domain whose frequency is

fixed; each of the four domains can run at one of the 32 frequency settings, evenly dis-

tributed in the range 250-1000 MHz [31]. The only difference in the two configurations

is that, in configuration 1 (CFG1), there are 112 physical integer and floating point reg-

isters each, whereas in configuration 2 (CFG2), there are 80 physical integer and floating

point registers, each.

Here, the memory domain dictates the throughput of this loop, because there will be

a miss to memory every 8 iterations. This gives the lower bound of 80/8 = 10 for the II

for the loop, assuming that the size of a double is 8 bytes. This bound will be enforced

by stalls during program execution.

For CFG1, the stalls happen to be due to ROB fills. The average length of FP
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queue is 10.64. For CFG2, the stalls happen to be due to the non-availability of physical

integer registers; the average length of the FP queue over the execution of the loop

is 6.64. However, irrespective of the manifestation of stalls, PDVFS selects the same

low frequency settings for both the configurations, for a specified degradation of 5%,

as shown in Figure 3.5. It can also be seen that PDVFS maintains the frequency of

FP domain around 400MHz to have less impact on performance (1/FP Freq = 1/.4G

= 2.5 ns; Because of the loop carried data dependence involving the FP addition, the

lower bound enforced by FP domain is 4 * 2.5 = 10 ns, which is approximately the

same as the II of the loop). On the other hand, the frequency selection of the profile

based method varies drastically for the two different configurations. For configurations

CFG1 and CFG2, PDVFS saves about 81.2% energy for 1.6% degradation. the profile

based method saves 18.24% and 62% for configurations CFG1 and CFG2, for negligible

degradation. The heuristic online controller (HDVFS [34]) saves atmost 4.5% energy for

negligible degradation, for both configurations; In Figure 3.5, the least frequency setting

chosen by HDVFS among the two configurations is shown. It can be noted that the

Fetch Domain is run at the highest frequency.

These experiments demonstrate that queue lengths are not strong indicators of per-

formance bottlenecks when the front end is run at the highest frequency, and for realistic

memory systems with a finite number of memory ports, it is possible to choose low fre-

quency settings without sacrificing performance, even though there may be stalls due to

insufficient ROB entries - in some cases, even an unlimited number of ROB entries may

not help.

Because the existing online and the profile based methods rely on how slack is man-

ifested, they could make conservative decisions. PDVFS does not rely on how slack is

manifested, and estimates program performance for a frequency setting directly. This

way, it is possible for PDVFS to break some of the conservative assumptions made by

the existing methods, and it can potentially find more energy efficient frequency settings,

while meeting the performance requirements.
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main.L1:
mull $1,8,$3 /* r3 <= i * 8 */
lda $2,d /* r2 <= d = base of vector */
addq $2,$3,$2 /* r2 <= EA(d[i]) */
ldt $f16,0($2) /* f16 <= d[i] */
ldt $f31,64($2) /* prefetch d[i+8] */
addt $f17,$f16,$f17 /* f17 <= partial sum + d[i] */
ldil $2,1
addl $1,$2,$1
ldil $2,20000 /* r2 = 20000 = vector size */
cmplt $1,$2,$2 /* Are we done? */
bne $2,main.L1 /* If not, next */

Figure 3.4: Assembly Code Gener-
ated for Vector Reduction

Figure 3.5: Frequency Assignments

3.3 The PDVFS Method

As with any DVFS scheme, the first challenge is to find the set of reconfiguration points

for a program. The other major task is to assign a frequency/voltage setting that

saves maximum energy while meeting performance constraints, for each identified point.

PDVFS being a static technique, requires information about program properties, some

of which depend on the microarchitecture, for frequency-voltage assignments achieving

competetive energy savings. This section provides these details of the PDVFS method.

Figure 3.6 gives a high level flow of the PDVFS compiler pass.

3.3.1 Identifying Reconfiguration Points

Like the profile based method, PDVFS considers loop bounardaries and function en-

try/exit points as potential reconfiguration points [33]. For each function, a program re-

gion hierarchy tree whose nodes are regions of the function’s flow graph1 is constructed.

A region is either a natural loop [64] or an acyclic graph whose nodes are regions or

basic blocks. For instance, in the following piece of code, there are three regions: the

1PDVFS requires that the flow graph be reducible, so any non-reducible flow graph must be made
reducible
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Figure 3.6: The PDVFS Compiler Pass
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innermost loop R1, the outer loop R2 and the function main R3.

main() { /* Region R3 */

int count1 = 0, count2 = 0;

for (i = 0; i < 1000; i++) { /* Region R2 */

count2++;

for (j = 0; j < 1000; j++) { /* Region R1 */

count1++;

}

}

}

There is an edge from node i to node j in the tree if j is nested within i - node j is a

subregion of node i. A region also has a list of functions that are called from the basic

blocks it exclusively owns. Regions and their relationships can be identified by a DFS

of the flowgraph. The program region hierarchy tree for the above segment of code is

shown in Figure 3.7.

We now define some properties of regions:

• NumEntries: Number of times control flow reaches the header of the region from

a basic block that does not belong to the region.

• AIC : Average number of (dynamic) instructions executed between the time the

region is entered and left once.

• ATC : Equal to the average tripcount for natural loops, 1 for acyclic regions.

• LongRunning : True iff the region entry and exit are frequency configuration points.

This is set to true, if the region does not have a descendant that is LongRunning,

and its AIC is at least 10000 instructions.

• EICForOuterRegion: It is a measure of the average number of instructions that will

be executed between the entry to and exit from this region, before a reconfiguration.

For regions identified as LongRunning, this is set to 0, since immediately after

entering the region, there will be a reconfiguration.
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Figure 3.7: Identifying Reconfiguration Points: An Example

If a region does not have any LongRunning descendant, and its AIC is less than

10000, then it is not a LongRunning region and its EICForOuterRegion is simply the

sum of the EICForOuterRegion of its children, the functions called by it, and the average

number of instructions executed in a basic block exclusively in this region, for each entry

of this region. Intuitively, this rule favours reconfigurations, because it adds instruction

counts contributed by the children as EICForOuterRegion.

If a region has a LongRunning descendant, then the region is classified as LongRun-

ning, if the ratio of the above sum and ATC is more than 10000. In this case, EIC-

ForOuterRegion is 0. Otherwise, EICForOuterRegion is set to the ratio.

These properties can be quantified using data generated from a path profile.

The objective of this classification is to avoid assigning a frequency setting to regions,

whose AIC (excluding the contribution from LongRunning descendants) may be high,

but is distributed in short bursts. The following example illustrates this.

We have a function main, with a 2-nested loop, as shown in Figure 3.7. We assume

that each region has 10 instructions in it. We do not want to consider the outer loop as a

reconfiguration point, even though its AIC, without the contribution from the innerloop

is 10000. This is because, the setting chosen for the outerloop will be effective for
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atmost 10 instructions (the setting may not even be effected before it is overridden by

the setting of the innerloop). The AIC of the outerloop is distributed as 10 instruction

bursts separated by a long period.

Following the classification made by PDVFS, AIC for innerloop = 10000. It has no

LongRunning descendants, so it is a LongRunning region. Its EICForOuterRegion = 0,

since it is LongRunning.

AIC for outerloop = 1000 * (10 + 10000) = 10010000. But it has a LongRunning

child. Applying the above rules, the ratio is (0 + 0 + 10000) / 1000 = 10, which is very

much less than 10000. So PDVFS will not classify the outerloop as a reconfiguration

point.

Using only AIC, with the exclusion of contributions from LongRunning children, will

lead to the classification of the outerloop as a reconfiguration point.

3.3.2 Frequency Assignment

For each region, PDVFS chooses a low frequency setting that does not degrade the per-

formance of the region beyond a threshold. It uses a binary search of different frequency

settings, using Petri net simulation to check if the program performance at a frequency

setting is not degraded beyond the threshold. This is the same threshold specified in the

MCD-DVFS problem instance. The results (Section 3.4) demonstrate that this approx-

imation works reasonably well in practice.

In PDVFS, Petri net simulation is implemented in two layers: the Basic Petri net

module and the Petri net Wrapper module. The basic module can simulate (and estimate

the performance of) innermost loops without function calls, and a sequence of instruc-

tions. The wrapper module decomposes an arbitrary program region into a sequence of

innermost loops and instruction sequences, based on path profile.

The rest of this section briefly describes the details involved in the frequency assign-

ment for a region.
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Domain Ordering

Since there are a large number of frequency settings, we do not consider all possible

frequency assignments for all domains - Instead, we consider each domain one by one,

and fix the frequency. We consider the Load Store, FP, Integer and Front End domains,

in that order. This is also the decreasing order of power consumption, and the ordering

used in the profile based method.

Path Profiling

We use a variant of the Ball Laurus Path Profiling (BLPP) algorithm [65], called Hier-

archical Path Profiling (HPP) [66] to find the most frequently executed paths from the

entry node to the exit node of a region. Although the HPP we wield uses only summary

information, it has the advantage that it does not terminate paths at loop boundaries.

Moreover, the profile based method has already established that context sensitivity does

not add much value, at least for the SPEC and MediaBench benchmarks [33].

Each node that corresponds to a subregion in the program region hierarchy tree has

an attribute which is a BLPP graph. With the program region hierarchy tree, BLPP

graphs and the path profile, we can get the edge and basic block profiles, and therefore

the number of entries to a region and average trip count for loops, which have been used

for identifying reconfiguration points.

We have developed and implemented a HPP Database Interface, which, given a pro-

cedure id, region id, and a frequency threshold, provides the smallest set of hot-paths in

the procedure and region, whose combined execution frequency is at least the specified

threshold. The HPP-DB module also regenerates a path (a sequence of nodes - which

are basic blocks or subregions), given the complete specification of the path. The Petri

net Wrapper module uses HPP-DB to distribute hot-paths in a roundrobin fashion based

on their execution frequencies for region simulation.
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Profiling for Identifying Frequent Cache Misses

Misses to memory provide excellent opportunities for scaling down frequencies without

sacrificing performance too much. It is critical to get an accurate estimation of misses,

because a lower estimate of misses adversely affects competence whereas a higher estimate

could inflict severe performance loss.

Currently PDVFS concentrates on misses which occur at regular intervals. Each

memory access instruction is associated with a single period of occurence of miss. With

this information, the Petri net model delays the completion of the firing of the MemAccess

transitions of frequently missing memory access instructions, periodically, driven by the

Cache Miss profile (Step 6 in Table 3.6). The present implementation of PDVFS assumes

that there can be an unlimited number of outstanding misses to memory.

In general, during the program execution, the period of occurence of misses for a

memory access instruction could vary. For the Petri net simulation, PDVFS considers

only the members of the smallest set S of periods which totally contribute to at least 80%

of the miss periods. We need to classify a memory access instruction as a frequent hit or

a frequent miss, and the period of occurence of miss, for frequently missing accesses. For

each miss period p ∈ S, we account for p− 1 partial hits, and we treat all partial hits as

misses. We classify an access as a frequent miss, if the number of misses computed this

way is at least 70% of the total number of accesses. We conservatively set the period of

occurence of miss as the largest member in S.

For instance, let {M, H, H, H, H, H, H, H}10 be the outcome of cache accesses for

a load instruction, where M denotes a miss and H denotes a hit. Here, there are 10

misses, 70 hits and the miss period 8 occurs nine times. Therefore this this heuristic

will decide that there are (8 − 1) ∗ 9 = 63 overlapped hits. So there are 73 misses

(including overlapped hits), which is more than 56 (70% of 80) and PDVFS classifies

this load instruction as a miss, with period 8 (This means that every eighth instance of

the transition corresponding to the memory access stage of the load instruction will have

a firing time equal to the sum of memory access and cache access latencies). We found

that this heuristic identifies frequently missing instructions with regular strides and miss
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periods reasonably well.

Binary Search Frequency Exploration

Initially, the frequencies of all the domains are set to their full value (1 GHz) and per-

formance is estimated for a region using Petri net simulation. Then for each domain,

the least frequency that meets the performance constraints is chosen. Binary search is

used to find the least frequency setting that does not degrade the performance beyond a

specified fraction of the base performance. The relative time period ranges from 1.0 to

4.0 (corresponding to the 1GHz-250MHz frequency range). In practice, this interval is

divided into steps of 0.01 for the binary search, and an attempt is made to reduce the

frequency of all the domains to 700 MHz, then to 450MHz, before going down further.

The reasoning is that, the cubic reduction in power with reduced frequency and voltage

would be more effective for higher frequency and voltage values. Finally, the frequency is

rounded off to the nearest conservative setting. We will see that this heuristic is effective,

and produces results close to the optimal setting, in Section 3.4.

For every frequency setting explored in the Binary Search, a precedence graph is con-

structed. From this, a Petri net is derived, and it is simulated to estimate performance.

The construction of the Precedence Graph and Petri net simulation are explained briefly

in the rest of this section.

Precedence Graph Construction: The Precedence Graph captures the precedence

constraints characterizing program execution. The nodes of the precedence graph2 (based

on [62]) correspond to the pipeline stages an instruction goes through. An edge from

node i to node j in the graph means that the instruction at stage i must leave that stage

before the instruction at stage j can enter that stage.

The Precedence Graph is defined by a program segment and the target architecture.

Table 3.3 lists the types of nodes of the precedence graph and their meaning; Table 3.4

specifies the edges. While the precedence graph is similar to the one used by Fields et

al. [62, 68], it is constructed statically in PDVFS, whereas in [62, 68], it is constructed

2From now onwards, we will use the terms nodes and transitions interchangably
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from the trace generated during a detailed simulation.

Node Microarchitectual Event
Fetch (F) Fetched from ICache to Fetch Queue
Dispatch (D) Register Renamed and routed to the corresponding issue queues; An issue queue entry is used
Ready (R) Wait in the queue, for the operands to be available
Execute (E) A functional unit is reserved and the instruction gets executed in the corresponding functional

unit; The issue queue entry is freed immediately after the first cycle; If the functional unit is
pipelined, the reserved unit is released after the first cycle; Else released after latency cycles;
For loads and stores, EA computation is modeled in this node type

Mem (M) This node is present only for memory access instructions. Cache access take place in this stage
Write Back (W) Write Results to registers and wait in ROB till it is time to commit
Commit (C) Update architectural state; Free up rename register, ROB entry

Table 3.3: Description of Precedence Graph Nodes

Edge Name Constraint Modeled Edge Comments
IF In Order Fetch Fi−1 → Fi Latency is one fetch period, either if i − 1 corresponds

to last inst. of loop or i is a multiple of 4
(fetch bandwidth); Else 0

FBS Fetch Buffer Size Di−fbs → Fi fbs = maximum number of insts. that can
be in Fetch Queue

ID In Order Dispatch Di−1 → Di lat. is 0
DBW Dispatch Bandwidth Di−dbw → Di dbw = maximum number of insts. that can be routed,

renamed and dispatched per cycle; lat. = fetch period
IC In-order Commit Ci−1 → Ci lat. is 0
CBW Commit Bandwidth Ci−cbw → Ci cbw = commit bandwidth
ROB Finite ROB Size Ci−w → Di w = #ROB entries
DD Data Dependences Wj → Ri Added if inst. j produces source for inst. i, and i is not

a store depending on j for the value to be stored;
Else from Wj to Ci

EW Complete after Execute Ei → Wi lat. is 0
WC Commit follows Completion Wi → Ci lat. is 0
RR Finite Rename Registers Ci → Dj there is rrnum number of new integer results from

instruction i to instruction j;
rrnum = number of extra rename registers present

TSO Ordering of Stores Ri → Mj i is a store and j is a memory operation
BL Latency of Branch Resolution Wi → Fi+1 For all but loop closing branches to fetch targets

Table 3.4: Description of Precedence Graph Edges

Each edge (m, n) in the precedence graph is associated with an (l, d) attribute: latency

l and distance d. The (l, d) tuple signifies that the (i + d)th iteration of n can begin, l

units of time after the ith iteration of m has been initiated. In our implementation, the

latencies of edges are implemented as polynomials of degree 1, in variables denoting the

time periods for domains. This is to allow the frequencies of different domains to vary.

Table 3.5 gives a high level algorithm for the construction of precedence graph, for a

sequence of instructions.

Petri net Simulation:

Petri net Simulation is implemented in two layers: The Basic Petri net, which can

simulate (and estimate the performance of) innermost loops without function calls, and
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Inputs: Existing Graph pg, Instruction List il, Latest Register
Modifying Nodes regwriters
Output: Augmented Graph with nodes and edges for il

for each instruction i in il {
Create a node for each pipeline stage and add the nodes to pg
Create inter-stage dependencies among the nodes of i’s stages
Create data dependence edges using regwriters, and update

regwriters
}
Create instruction independent edges induced by program order

for new nodes (eg. ROB size, inorder commit, dispatch bandwidth,
etc.)
Create an edge between the fetch stages of last instruction and

first instruction of il, if il represents a loop.
Create other instruction dependent edges induced by program order

for new nodes (based on number of physical Int/FP registers)

Table 3.5: Precedence Graph Construction

The Petri net Wrapper, which decomposes an arbitrary program region into a sequence of

innermost loops and instruction sequences, based on path profile. The wrapper module

streams the sequence to the basic Petri net module, which returns control back to the

wrapper once it is done with the simulation.

The Basic Petri net:

The basic Petri net construction is as described in Section 3.2. It is derived from the

precedence graph.

The precedence and resource constraints hold among dynamic instances of transitions

(nodes of the precedence graph). In the actual implementation, innermost loops without

function calls in the loop body are not unrolled. Instead, an attribute modeling the

instance (iteration) number is associated with every transition (node of the precedence

graph). This attribute is used to indicate how many instances of a transition have been

instantiated so far.

For example, in Table 3.2, when s = 2, we can see that three instances of transition

T1 are fired at time steps 0, 3 and 6. The instance number attribute is used to assign

unique identifiers for different instances of transitions.

Whenever a predecessor of a dynamic instance of a transition (identified by a static
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instruction, instance number and the instruction stage) fires, the predecessor sets a lower

bound on the beginning of firing of that dynamic instance. From the earliest time that

conforms to the precedence constraints set by the predecessors of that instance, attempts

to acquire necessary resources begin. Once all required resources become available, the

transition is fired, and this process continues till the entire region is simulated. For loops,

the number of times dynamic instances for a transition in the Petri net are created and

fired is determined by the average trip count for a profile run.

For example, in Table 3.2, when s = 2, T1 (instance 0) fires, and it sets a lower bound

of 1 for T2 (instance 0), and 1 for T7 (instance 0). At time step 1, T2 and T7 are ready;

T2 does not need any resource, and the resource needed for T7, the adder is available.

So T2 and T7 fire at time step 1. In contrast, when s = 1, at time step 1, even though

T7 (instance 0) is ready, it is not fired, because the adder is allocated for T5 (instance

0). T7 is fired only at time step 2, when the adder is available.

The instance number of a transition is incremented whenever the transition fires.

The instance number, in addition to distinguishing dynamic instances, is also useful for

modeling constraints among instructions belonging to different units of decomposition

of a program region (innermost loops, or a sequence of instructions). In addition, each

node in the graph has an attribute called TripCount. This is set to the average trip

count for innermost loops, and 1 for nodes corresponding to an instruction sequence.

Three pairs of queues are maintained for honouring the constraints among dynamic

instructions - one pair each for the list of all instructions, the list of all writers for integer

registers, and floating point registers. Each pair holds the list of instructions in program

order, corresponding to the units streamed by the wrapper module for the Petri net. One

of the queues in a pair (TraceQueue) keeps track of static instructions (and therefore,

will be updated when the wrapper streams a unit, or if the last instance of a static

instruction passes out of commit stage), and the other (called ROBQueue) keeps track

of dynamic instructions (entries will be enqueued when an instruction instance enters

fetch stage and removed when an instance passes out of commit stage).

The Petri net module gives back control to the wrapper module as soon as the last
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instance of the fetch transition of the last instruction of the region is fired. Naturally,

there will be outstanding transitions to be fired. In fact, there could be multiple out-

standing dynamic instances of the same static transition. When the wrapper invokes the

Petri net module with the next unit, these outstanding dynamic transitions could be the

predecessors of transitions of the next unit.

This is the motivation for augmenting each edge of the precedence graph to indicate

the dynamic instances of transitions for which the constraint modeled by the edge holds.

It is interesting to note that

• Some edges model constraints that always hold for all corresponding dynamic in-

stances of the source and target nodes. These are the edges whose source and target

transitions are in the same unit. Eg. Pipeline Stage Precedence Constraints, Reg-

ister based Data Dependences, both of these class of constraints holding among

transitions of the same loop.

• Others model constraints that hold between two particular dynamic instances of

two static transitions. These are the edges whose source and target transitions be-

long to different units. Eg. An ROB size induced constraint between two instances

of transitions belonging to two different units of decomposition. In this case, even

if the predecessor (successor) transition is a part of a loop, the constraint does not

necessarily hold among other corresponding dynamic instances of the transitions.

We conclude with a summary of the steps in simulating the Petri net (used by the

Petri net module). The algorithm in Table 3.6 uses a priority queue to simulate the

timing of transition firings. The Petri net module supports operations like Flush (fires

all outstanding transitions) and Reset (resets CurrentTime to 0), but we do not detail

them here. In Table 3.6, if node s is a successor of node t in the precedence graph, then

we say that the transition associated with s is a successor transition of that associated

with t.
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Enque the first transition. Set its FiringTime to CurrentTime.
While (more transitions to fire) {

1. t = PQ.Deque(); // Remove a transition from Priority Queue
2. CurrentTime = t.FiringTime; // Advance Time
3. Update Resource Usage;
4. If ResourcesAvailable(t) {

5. Update Token Count of elements of P; P = {p | p ∈ OutPlaces(t)};
6. Update Firing Time of elements of T; T = {s | s ∈ Succ(t) and

Instance(s) < AvgTripCount(s) };
// Cache misses are modeled in Step 6. The transition
// for the MemAccess stage of a frequently missing memory access
// instruction will have a firing time which will reflect when
// the memory will complete the request.
7. Enque elements of R in PQ; R = {r | r ∈ Succ(t) and

∀ p ∈ InPlaces(r), TokenCount(p) > 0} ;
8. Update Instance Count of elements of R;
9. Enque Fetch Transitions of R in ROBQueue;
10. If t is a Commit Transition, remove t from ROBQueue;
11. If Instance(t) = AvgTripCount(t) and t is Commit Transition,

remove t from TraceQueue;
} else {

12. Update FiringTime(t) to Earliest Resource Availability Time;
13. PQ.Enque(t);

}
}

Table 3.6: Petri net Simulation
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The Petri net Wrapper:

The Petri net wrapper generates the decomposition of an arbitrary program region

by calling itself recursively whenever it encounters a sub region (a loop or a function

call). It then invokes the Petri net module to estimate performance for each unit of

decomposition. The Petri net module relinquishes control to the wrapper immediately

after simulating the region.

The high level flow for the wrapper is presented in Table 3.7. It takes as input, a

procedure id and a region id (in the procedure) and increments the overall execution

time with the estimated execution time for the region.

From Table 3.7, we can see that the wrapper module abstracts conditional control

flows from the basic Petri net module. Hence the Petri net module has to deal only

with instruction streams with sequential control flow (except possibly for loop closing

branches). Another alternative is to allow the Petri net module handle control flows; This

could involve creating conservative control flow and data flow edges in the precedence

graph (eg. a use can be reached by many definitions), and scheduling individual token

flows (’control’ tokens for conditional branches and ’data’ tokens for data dependencies)

during Petri net simulation, based on path profile.

An instruction to effect voltage-frequency changes is implemented in the MCD simulator

[31], and this instruction is used by the PDVFS pass that decides the frequency (and

hence,the voltage) based on binary search, which uses Petri net simulation.

3.4 Experimental Evaluation

This section discusses the simulator setup and the benchmarks used for evaluation, some

of the implementation specific details, how to compile a program for energy efficiency us-

ing our framework and the experimental results. We have used subsets of SPECFP2000,

Mediabench and Mibench for evaluation. We compare our results with the the profile
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EstimatePerformance( 〈ProcID, RegionID〉 ) { //Petri net Wrapper
if ( 〈ProcID, RegionID〉 is an innermost loop without function calls) {

Use Petri net Simulation to Estimate Performance;
Update Execution Time;

} else {
for each HotPath p from Entry to Exit of 〈ProcID, RegionID〉 {

repeat for TripCount( 〈ProcID, RegionID〉 ) * Frequency(p) times {
for each node n in p {

if (n is a loop and n is not LongRunning) {
EstimatePerformance( 〈ProcID, n.RegionID〉 );
Update Execution Time;

} else if (n is a function call and not LongRunning) {
EstimatePerformance( 〈n.ProcID, n.OutermostRegionID〉 );
Update Execution Time;

} else if (n is not a region) {
Simulate the Basic Block n in Petri net;
Update Execution Time;

} else { /* n is a long running region. Reset Petri net. */
Update Execution Time;

Reset Petri net;
}

}
}

}
}

}

Table 3.7: Petri net Wrapper
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based method scheme (with L+F definition - no context sensitivity, potential reconfigu-

ration at boundaries of loops and function calls - as suggested in [33]), which is packaged

with the MCD simulator.

3.4.1 Simulator Setup

We have slightly modified the base MCD simulator to implement a single memory port

with eight outstanding misses to memory and a prefetch instruction. Other parameters

are listed in Table 3.8. The simulation window used is specified in Table 3.9. We use

SimPoint [67] to skip the initialization phase of SPECFP benchmarks. Unfortunately,

we could not compile or run any of the other SPEC FP or integer benchmarks with suif

and machsuif, even without the passes we added.

Parameter Value
MCD
Frequency Range 250MHz - 1GHz
Domain Voltage Range 1.083V - 2.0V
Domain Clock Jitter ± 110 ps, normally distributed
Inter-domain Synch Window 300 ps
Branch Predictor
Branch Predictor combination of bimodal and 2 level predictor
Bimodal Table Size 2048 entries
2Level Config 1024 (L1), 1024 (L2), 12 (history size in bits)
Combining Predictor 4096 entries
BTB Size and Associavity 4096, 2
Branch Misprediction Penalty 7
Memory System
L1 DCache 64K, 2 Way SA 64 byte blocks, 2 cycle access
L1 ICache 64K, 2 Way SA, 64 byte blocks, 3 cycle access
L2 UCache 1M, DM, 64 byte blocks, 12 cycle access
Memory Access latency 80 cycles
Number of Memory Ports 1
Number of outstanding accesses to Memory 8
Other Resources
Decode/Issue/Retire Width 4/6/11
Integer ALUs 4 + 1 multiplier
FP ALUs 2 + 1 FPMult + 1 FPDiv + 1 FPSqrt
Issue Queue Size 20 Int, 15 FP, 64 LS
ROB Size 80
Extra Rename Registers 41 Int, 41 FP

Table 3.8: Simulator Configuration

3.4.2 Enhancements to sim-cache

We use sim-cache for collecting cache hit/miss information, which will be used for fre-

quency scaling. We have enhanced sim-cache with the ability to record the distribution of
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Benchmark Training Reference
SPECFP2000
equake 2000-2100M 20000-20200M
swim 4100-4500M 10000-11200M
art 30000-30200M 60900-61100M
MediaBench
adpcme completion 0-700M
adpcmd completion 0-700M
gsme completion 0-700M
gsmd completion 0-700M
g721e 0-100M completion
g721d 0-100M completion
Mibench
blowfishe completion completion
blowfishd completion completion
susan completion completion
CRC32 completion 0-700M
sha completion completion

Table 3.9: Simulation Window

different strides with which misses occur, and the distribution of the period of occurence

of misses, for each memory access instruction. Strides are needed for

• inserting prefetch instructions - prefetches avoid delaying of performance critical

load instructions, when frequency is scaled down, in addition to increasing paral-

lelism.

• finding the period of occurence of misses.

It is shown in [69] that profile guided prefetching, in general, improves performance.

3.4.3 Supporting Passes

We have implemented the compiler passes in the machsuif framework, which requires

suif. Figure 3.8 tells the overall flow of compilation.

Information about suif [63] and machsuif [70] can be found elsewhere, and we briefly

describe only the passes that we have implemented:

• The Label Loads pass associates a label for each memory access instruction. This

label helps us to associate the hit/miss information for a memory access instruction,

back at the machsuif IR level, after profiling for cache miss information.

• We implemented Hierarchical Path Profiling (HPP) [66] in machsuif, drawing inspi-

ration from machsuif’s BLPP pass. machsuif also defines interfaces for a machine
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Figure 3.8: Our Compilation Framework

dependent compiler instrumentation pass and the house-keeping portion of the

BLPP algorithm, to complete the implementation. We have implemented those

interfaces, and have also defined and implemented our interface (HotPathDB In-

terface) to query for the hottest paths between the entry and exit nodes of a region,

as seen in Section 3.3.

• The Prefetcher pass inserts prefetch instructions for frequently missing memory

access instructions, and is inspired by [69].

• The PDVFS pass assigns frequency (and voltage) settings for different domains for

identified regions. We have already seen how this pass works, in previous sections.

3.4.4 Compiling for Energy Efficiency

For gathering cache hit/miss information, we have to bypass the prefetching and PDVFS

pass after Label Loads pass and directly generate the assembly code with machsuif’s low

level passes. We then proceed to get the binaries and run them on sim-cache, which

generates cache hit/miss information. This will be used both by the prefetcher and the

PDVFS pass.
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For getting information about hot paths, we first need to instrument the program to

implement HPP. We take a different path for compilation just before register allocation

(as suggested by machsuif), and run the HPP pass. After that, register allocation and

other low level passes are run. The instrumented program is run on an Alpha machine,

with a small input set (eg. train input set for SPEC benchmarks). The path profile

obtained from this execution will be used by the PDVFS pass to find hot paths from the

entry node of a region to the exit node.

We can provide these information (cache hit/miss statistics and frequency of exe-

cution of paths) along with the allowed performance degradation to the PDVFS pass.

The PDVFS pass inserts frequency scaling instructions for each identified reconfigura-

tion point. The binary built after the PDVFS and the following low level passes can be

executed on the MCD simulator.

3.4.5 Performance Statistics

Figure 3.9 shows the number of cycles, energy consumption, and ED2 achieved by the

heuristic online method (HDVFS [34]), the profile based method (Prof) and PDVFS, as

ratios with respect to the baseline where all domains run at full speed. The maximum

allowed performance degradation is set to 5%.

3.4.6 Analysis of Results

On an average, PDVFS outperforms the profile based method and HDVFS in all met-

rics - it suffers less performance degradation, saves more energy, and has better ED2P

improvement.

However, before analysing the results, we first try to understand the benchmarks’

characteristics. The SPEC FP benchmarks have a large number of L2 misses, whereas

the media benchmarks have almost negligible L1 (both instruction and data) misses.

This is because the media benchmarks have a very small working set which nicely fits in

cache, and of the abstraction of file reads by the simplescalar based simulator [75]. They
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Figure 3.9: Results for the Heuristic Online, Profile based Method and Compiler based
Method
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typically repeat reading data from a file into the same small buffer, processing it, and

writing back the data to the output file. Naturally, the SPEC benchmarks offer more

opportunities for energy savings.

For SPEC benchmarks, PDVFS, saves significantly higher energy on an average than

the profile based method (60.39% savings of PDVFS vs. 33.91% of the profile based

method), while keeping the average performance degradation below 5%. For media

benchmarks, the difference is negligible (the profile based method saves slightly higher

energy of 30.81% compared to 30.43% of PDVFS), but the profile based method degrades

performance much more - 8.64% vs. 5.81% of PDVFS. This pays off well for PDVFS in

terms of ED2 improvement : The percentage improvement values for PDVFS (the profile

based method) are 22.11% (18.34%), which translate to 20.55% more of the improvement

of the profile based method. For both classes of benchmarks, PDVFS does better than

HDVFS. PDVFS achieves better ED2 product than the profile based method consistently

across all benchmarks.

Among the SPEC benchmarks, the profile based method performs better than PDVFS

in swim. One distinct feature of this benchmark is that there is a siginificant fraction

of stalls due to the non-availability of the Miss State Holding Registers, which hold

the state of outstanding misses to memory (27%, among stalls due to insufficient ROB

entries, Integer and FP physical registers, Integer and FP issue queue entries) - For

other benchmarks it is less than 3%. As seen in Section 3.3.2 PDVFS currently assumes

that there can be an unlimited number of outstanding misses. However, even in this

benchmark, the ED2 improvement of PDVFS is better.

HDVFS saves less energy both in the media and the SPEC benchmarks. It fares rela-

tively better in the media benchmarks, where the average queue occupancies (Geometric

Mean) for the FP and Load/Store domains are very low (0% and 5.57%). Therefore it

reduces the frequencies of both the domains. In SPECFP benchmarks, the average queue

occupancies are high (37.33%, 27.84% and 28.59% for the Integer, FP and Load/Store

domains respectively). Therefore it does not scale down the frequencies much, and con-

sequently it saves less energy, even though there are much better opportunities to scale
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down the frequency.

One important point to see is that a minimal frequency setting for an allowed per-

formance degradation may not be the optimal energy saving setting (in the sense that

we can not reduce the frequency of any domain further without degrading performance

beyond the allowed threshold). This is demonstrated by the fact that PDVFS saves

almost the same amount of energy while suffering less performance degradation in the

media benchmarks. The heuristic chosen by PDVFS is better. We will see more of it in

Section 3.4.7.

One major difference in the experimental setup between [33] and our work is that,

they use alpha compiler generated code (with no profile guided prefetching) and un-

limited memory ports with no bank conflicts. In our setup, we use machsuif generated

code, (unoptimized, for lack of optimization passes) optimized only with profile guided

prefetching, and a single memory port. So we do not get the exact numbers that are re-

ported in [33]. However, the relative trends are same, as in [33] - For SPEC benchmarks

(with relatively less ILP due to the cache misses), the profile based method saves more

energy and suffers less performance degradation, whereas for media benchmarks, the pro-

file based method saves less energy and suffers more performance degradation - PDVFS

too follows the trend, though it saves significantly more energy in SPEC benchmarks,

and suffers less degradation when compared to the profile based method.

To conclude, PDVFS can exploit performance constraints imposed by the underlying

memory system for high energy savings, if they can be characterized well with a small

set of inputs. This is because the Petri net model captures resource constraints much

better than a static precedence graph built based on the event trace obtained during the

execution for one frequency setting. Consequently, we can expect the Petri net based

model to be significantly more effective for a resource constrained system (as the results

indicate).

Even when the memory system is not the bottleneck, PDVFS achieves competetive

energy savings, while keeping the performance degradation significantly low, when com-

pared with the profile based method. PDVFS achieves this, without the need for a
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detailed simulation, which is needed by the profile based method.

3.4.7 PDVFS vs Optimal Frequency Setting

We have seen in Section 3.4.6 that the heuristic chosen by PDVFS performs well in the

sense that it achieves competetive energy savings with relatively much less performance

degradation. To quantify how far PDVFS is away from an optimal frequency setting

(A frequency setting that achieves the highest energy savings while not degrading the

performance beyond 5% of that of the baseline where all domains run at the highest

frequency), we have conducted some experiments on a configuration with a restricted

number of frequency settings: 5 settings for each domain, equally spaced from 700MHz

to 1000 MHz. Otherwise, the configuration is the same as in Table 3.8.

We consider only those media benchmarks for which we believe that there is only

one LongRunning program region. This is because, in order to find the optimal setting,

the number of simulations needed is exponential in the number of LongRunning regions

(If there are n LongRunning regions, and for each region, there are m settings, then

we need to evaluate mn simulations). Also for these benchmarks, FP unit is unused,

so we manually run the FP unit at the lowest frequency, when enumerating all possible

frequency settings. This is done only to reduce the number of simulations - PDVFS

anyway chooses the least frequency setting for the FP domain. Therefore we needed

to enumerate 125 different frequency settings; We run the benchmarks for the first 100

million instructions.

In Table 3.10 we show the ratio of energy consumption of the PDVFS and that of

the optimal setting, and the performance degradation of the optimal setting and PDVFS

with respect to the baseline. We find that PDVFS indeed achieves energy savings close

to the optimal setting, deviating from the optimal by only 4.69% on an average.
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Benchmark EnergyPDV F S / PerfDegOpt PerfDegPDV F S

EnergyOpt

G721e 1.0000 1.0451 1.0451
G721d 1.0000 1.0441 1.0441
Crc32 1.0727 1.0463 1.0294
Adpcme 1.0801 1.0457 1.0129
Adpcmd 1.0856 1.0338 1.0071
Mean 1.0469 1.0430 1.0276

Table 3.10: PDVFS vs Optimal Setting: Comparison of Energy and Performance



Chapter 4

DVFS for SPMD Programs

Chip Multiprocessors (CMPs) continue the legacy of the potential for increasing perfor-

mance for newer processor generations. While multi-threaded programs directly benefit

from CMPs, single threaded programs can benefit by utilizing the larger caches avail-

able for them in CMPs. CMPs have also been used for improving system throughput.

Moore’s law and increasing performance demands have helped them make their way into

servers, desktop machines and even embedded systems.

The advent of CMPs has renewed the interest in parallel programming, and encour-

aged the design of new programming languages and paradigms as well. Several scientific

applications have been the targets for conventional parallel computing systems, as they

exhibit SPMD (Single Program Multiple Data) parallelism (also called as data paral-

lelism) in which the same set of operations are performed on different data elements.

OpenMP [71] compiler directives can be used to parallelize sequential programs without

much difficulty, for applications exhibiting SPMD parallelism.

Parallel programs offer more opportunities for doing DVFS, but we need to under-

stand their properties and inter-thread interactions to exploit those opportunities. The

memory subsystem is even more stressed in a CMP system than in a single core or

uniprocessor system because the memory system is loaded by requests from multiple

threads. This increased pressure on the memory subsystem can be exploited for doing

64
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DVFS. Load imbalance in multithreaded programs provide more opportunities for per-

forming DVFS because the lightly loaded threads can potentially run at lower speeds

without affecting the application throughput.

In this chapter, we discuss how PDVFS has been applied to data parallel programs

parallelized using OpenMP directives. We first provide an example of how increased

pressure on the memory subsystem can be used for performing DVFS, for multithreaded

programs. We then briefly explain how PDVFS has been adapted for DVFS for SPMD

programs, and present a hardware based scheme for DVFS, which performed the best

in a recent evaluation of DVFS for multithreaded programs [37]. Followed by this, we

outline our experimental setup, along with our enhancements to the CMP simulator we

have used for evaluation, and conclude with our experimental results.

4.1 Opportunities for DVFS in SPMD Programs

We consider the small program loop in Figure 4.1 to illustrate how increased pressure

on the memory subsystem due to the activities of concurrent threads can be used for

performing DVFS. The program computes the sum of square roots of doubles in an array.

1

432

f,0

12f,1

m,0

m,1

f,1

f,0

m,0

Data Dependence Edges

l: load f2, BASE(R1−=8)
f4 = f4 + sqrt(f2)
bnez R1, l

Pipeline Stage Order Edges

Inorder Fetch Edges

ROB Size Induced Edges

f: Time Period of CPU

Time Period of Memorym:

m, 2

f,2f,0
12f,2

Figure 4.1: A Loop and its Precedence Graph

The load instruction loads the double in the address Base + R1 to F2, and post

decrements R1 by 8. There is a single instruction, that computes the square root of the

source operand (F2) and adds it to F4. The loop continues to execute till R1 becomes 0.
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We use Petri net simulation to demonstrate the increased pressure on the memory

subsystem. We make several simplifying assumptions to make manual simulation of

Petri net easy. We assume that the target processor can fetch 3 instructions per cycle,

has a 6 entry reorder buffer (ROB), and predicts the branch perfectly. The latency of

the square-root-add operation is 12 cycles. There is no data cache, and the memory

system takes 6 cycles, on an average, to respond. The post decremented value is visible

when the load finishes. The number of physical registers is large, and does not limit the

throughput of the loop.

The nodes of the graph in Figure 4.1 represent the two pipeline stages (fetch and

execute) in the processor. We show only one common fetch stage (Node 1) for all the 3

instructions. Nodes 2, 3 and 4 show the execute stages for the load, square-root-add, and

the branch instructions respectively. The graph shows four different types of precedence

edges: data dependence, pipeline stage flow, in order fetch and ROB size induced edges.

A label of edge (m, n) is a (l, d) tuple: It means that the (i + d)th iteration of n can

begin, l units of time after the ith iteration of m has been initiated. For instance, the

edge from node 3 to node 1 has the label (12f, 2). It means, for instance, that the third

iteration of node 1 can be initiated only after 12 ∗ f units of time have elapsed following

the initiation of the first iteration of node 3. In Figure 4.1, f denotes the time period of

the CPU, and m, the time period of memory.

Figure 4.2 shows the Petri net for Figure 4.1, following the rules for deriving the Petri

T1

T2
T3

T4

P1,1

P1,2

P2,1
P2,3

P1,3

P3,1

P3,3

P4,1
P1,4

P2,2 P2,4Pmem

Figure 4.2: Petri net with Initial Marking for the Graph in Figure 4.1
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net based on precedence graph and resource specification, in Chapter 3. The dashed

circle around the place Pmem signifies that it is a place corresponding to the resource

constraint. We assume that there are sufficient instances of other resources, that they

can be ignored while modeling.

Table 4.1 shows the firing of transitions when the loop is run on a single core system.

There is a column for each place in the Petri net, and the list of transitions fired. The

column for a place has the number of tokens present in the corresponding place at the

specified time (first column of the row). For instance, initially, places P2,1, P3,1, P4,1 have

2 tokens each, and this can be inferred from the first row, in the columns corresponding

to the three places.

In Table 4.1, we can observe the repeating sequence of firing of transitions starting

from cycle 19. The bottleneck operation is the sqrt-add operation (Transition T3), and

the loop takes 12 cycles on an average, for 1 iteration (12 cycles is the latency of T3).

Table 4.2 shows the firing of transitions in a core, when the loop is run on a 4-core

CMP system. For simplicity, we assume that the memory system is available only for

25% of the time for a core, because of the requests from the other 3 cores, for this

example. In practice, the availability of the memory system depends on the distribution

of accesses to different banks, and the architecture of the memory system. The details

of modeling requests to different banks are explained in Section 4.2.

We can observe the repeating sequence of firing of transitions starting from cycle 19.

Here, the bottleneck becomes the memory system, and one iteration of the loop takes

24 cycles on an average - this is because, the cores can generate one request every 12

cycle (determined by the sqrt-add operation), but the memory system can service only

one request of a core every 24 cycles.

Table 4.3 shows the firing of transitions in a core, when the loop is run on a 4 core

CMP system, with the cores operating at half the frequency, when compared to the ones

corresponding to Table 4.2. In this case, the rate at which each core generates a request

(1 request in 24 (unscaled) cycles) naturally matches the rate at which the memory

system can service the request of a core (1 in 24 (unscaled) cycles). The loop completes
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1 iteration every 24 (unscaled) cycles, even with reduced frequency.

Time P1,1 P2,1 P3,1 P4,1 P1,2 P2,2 Pmem P1,3 P2,3 P3,3 P1,4 P2,4 Fired Comments

0 1 2 2 2 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 T1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 T1,T2 T2 @ 7

2 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 1 2 0

7 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 T2 - T4 T2 @ 13;

T3 @ 19

8 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0

13 1 2 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 T4

14 1 2 0 2 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

19 1 2 1 2 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 T1, T3 T3 @ 31

20 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 T2 T2 @ 26

21 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0

26 1 2 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 T4

27 1 2 0 2 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

31 1 2 1 2 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 T1, T3 T3 @ 43

32 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 T2 T2 @ 38

33 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0

38 1 2 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 T4

39 1 2 0 2 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

Table 4.1: Firing of Petri net in Figure 4.2 in a Single Processor System

Time P1,1 P2,1 P3,1 P4,1 P1,2 P2,2 Pmem P1,3 P2,3 P3,3 P1,4 P2,4 Fired Comments

0 1 2 2 2 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 T1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 T1, T2 T2 @ 7;

Mem @ 25

2 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 1 2 0

7 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 2 1 1 2 1 T3, T4 T3 @ 19

8 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0

19 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 T1

20 1 0 0 0 2 1 0 2 0 1 2 0

25 1 0 0 0 2 1 1 2 0 1 2 0 T2 T2 @ 31;

Mem @ 49

26 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 1 2 0

31 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 2 1 1 2 1 T3, T4 T3 @ 43

32 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0

43 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 T1

44 1 0 0 0 2 1 0 2 0 1 2 0

49 1 0 0 0 2 1 1 2 0 1 2 0 T2 T2 @ 55

Mem @ 73

50 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 1 2 0

55 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 2 1 1 2 1 T3, T4 T3 @ 67

56 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0

Table 4.2: Firing of Petri net in Figure 4.2 in a 4-core CMP System

This example demonstrates how multiple cores increase the pressure on the memory

system, and how this can be used for DVFS.

We capture the increased pressure on the memory sub-system due to the activities

of concurrent threads in our Petri net model. This is very important, because ignoring

the memory sub-system can result in highly conservative voltage (frequency) settings,

particularly when it is the bottleneck, as we saw in Chapter 3. Our voltage (frequency)

selection procedure (a binary search over available frequencies) uses the Petri net model

to evaluate the performance impact of different frequency settings and chooses the least

frequency setting that satisfies the performance constraints.

We elaborate on the Petri net model and the frequency (voltage) selection procedure

used in Section 4.2.
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Time P1,1 P2,1 P3,1 P4,1 P1,2 P2,2 Pmem P1,3 P2,3 P3,3 P1,4 P2,4 Fired Comments

0 1 2 2 2 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 T1

2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 T1, T2 T2 @ 8

Mem @ 26

4 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 1 2 0

8 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 2 1 1 2 1 T3, T4 T3 @ 32

10 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0

26 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 T2 T2 @ 32

Mem @ 50

28 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0

32 1 2 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 T1, T3, T4 T3 @ 56

34 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0

50 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 T2 T2 @ 56

Mem @ 74

52 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0

56 1 2 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 T1, T3, T4 T3 @ 80

Table 4.3: Firing of Petri net in Figure 4.2 in a 4-core CMP System : All Cores run at
Half of Max. Frequency

4.2 DVFS Schemes

In this section, we look at how PDVFS has been adapted for SPMD programs. We also

present the hardware based greedy controller which performed the best in the evaluation

by Herbert et al. [37]. We have used both these schemes in our experimental evaluation.

4.2.1 Adaptation of PDVFS for SPMD Programs

We first identify program segments (called regions) for which DVFS can be applied. We

then find energy efficient voltage (frequency) settings for the identified regions, and then

insert voltage (frequency) reconfiguration instructions at the boundaries of the chosen

program segments.

We analyze application binaries for identifying program regions, and for choosing

frequency settings. The output of our method is a file that lists the reconfiguration

points (Program Counters) and the corresponding voltage (frequency) settings. The

m5sim CMP simulator we have used for experimental evaluation is enhanced to interpret

this and implement the reconfigurations [61].

Figure 4.3 gives a high level view of the voltage-frequency selection procedure.

Region Identification:

As in Section 3.3.1, boundaries of loops and function calls are potential regions for

DVFS. If at least 10000 instructions are executed on an average in a region each time it
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is entered, then the region will be chosen for reconfiguration (In our experimental setting

(Section 4.3), it takes about .8 µs to transition from the highest frequency setting to the

least setting, in which a CPU core can execute atmost 12800 instructions when operating

at full speed.)

Thread-Specific Path Profiling:

We use hierarchical Ball Laurus Path Profiling [66, 65] to get information about the

frequency of execution of each path in a region, for every function. A path is a sequence

of nodes, which can be basic blocks or loops (regions). Regions that are parts of nodes

in a path are expanded recursively during Petri net simulation.

From the Hierarchical Path Profile (HPP), we first arrange paths in the descending

order of their execution frequencies, and generate instruction traces for these paths,

for constructing precedence graphs. To simulate the execution of different paths for

outermost regions of a function (whose average trip count is always 1), paths in a region

are chosen in a round-robin fashion, whenever the region is simulated. The number of

times a path is simulated is determined by the execution frequency of the path, and the

average trip count for the region.

Because the HPP subsumes basic block and edge profile, it is also used for identifying

long running regions.

The HPP is recorded for each software thread of the application non-intrusively, by

making changes to the simulator. Details of this are present in Section 4.3.1.

Thread-Specific Cache Hit/Miss Profiling:

Misses to memory provide excellent opportunities for voltage/frequency scaling without

degrading the performance much. However, it is important that we do not acutely over-

estimate or under-estimate misses: An over-estimation could hamper performance, while

an under-estimation could result in missed opportunities. We resort to cache profiling to

get an estimate of misses. From this, we find the set of frequently missing instructions.

The transitions corresponding to such instructions will be delayed to model memory
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access in the petri net simulation.

We classify a memory access instruction as a frequently missing instruction for a

cache level, if at least 70% of the total number of accesses miss in the cache. We record

the per thread miss profile for each memory access instruction. We will shortly see how

this information is used in Petri net simulation.

Precedence Graph Construction:

The precedence graph captures precedence constraints characterizing instruction execu-

tion in a processor. Its construction very similar to the construction in Section 3.3.2,

but it reflects the constraints in the m5sim simulator (simulating Alpha ISA). Nodes

in the graph correspond to pipeline stages and edges, the precedence relation among

them. Tables 4.4 and 4.5 specify the graph. Edges encode the latency of the pipeline

stages (nodes) they connect. In Table 4.5, edges connecting consecutive pipeline stages

are not specified. An important difference between our graph and [62] is that certain

resource constraints that can not be captured by a graph (eg. finite number of adders)

are modeled separately in the Petri net simulation (Chapter 3).

Node Microarchitectual Event
Dispatch (D) Register Renamed and routed to the corresponding issue queues;

IQ, ROB, and Reg. Rename Table entries are consumed
Ready (R) Wait in the queue, for the operands to be available
Execute (E) A Functional Unit (FU) is reserved and the instruction gets executed

in the corresponding FU
Commit (C) Free up ROB entry
FreeQEntries (F) Load, Issue Queue and Rename Table entries are freed
FreeSQEntry (S) Store Queue Entry is freed, and Cache access is made for Stores

Table 4.4: Description of Precedence Graph Nodes

Construction of precedence graph is guided by the path profile. From the path profile,

we generate instruction traces, resolving conditional branches based on the distribution

of frequencies of different paths. We examined the path profile of each thread for all

the benchmarks, and found that it is almost similar for all threads, for data parallel

benchmarks - this is because, for those benchmarks, different threads execute the same

code, but operate on different data. The only significant difference among the path

profiles of different threads is that the main thread uniquely tracks the paths in the
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Figure 4.3: Overview of Frequency/Voltage Selection

Edge Name Constraint Modeled Edge Comments
ID In Order Dispatch Di−1 → Di

DBW Dispatch Bandwidth Di−dbw → Di dbw = maximum number of insts. that can be
renamed and dispatched per cycle; lat = 1 cycle

IC In-order Commit Ci−1 → Ci;
Fi−1 → Fi

CBW Commit Bandwidth Ci−cbw → Ci cbw = commit bandwidth lat. = 1 cycle
ROB Finite ROB Size Ci−w → Di w = #ROB entries
DD Data Dependences Ej → Ri Added if inst. j produces source for inst. i

lat. depends on source instruction
RR Finite Rename Fi → Dj there is rrnum number of new results from

Registers instruction i to the instruction j;
rrnum = num. extra rename registers present

BL Branch Resolution Ei → Di+1 For all but loop closing branches to fetch targets
Latency lat. depends on source instruction

IQS IQ Slot Avail. Fi−NIQE → Di NIQE = Number of Issue Queue Entries;
Edge from dyn. instrs. i − NIQE to i

LQS LQ Slot Avail. Fi−NLQE → Di NLQE = Number of Load Queue Entries;
Edge from the NLQEth dyn.
load instr. before i to i

SQS SQ Slot Avail. Si−NSQE → Di NSQE = Number of Store Queue Entries;
Edge from the NSQEth dyn.
store instr. before i to i

Table 4.5: Description of Precedence Graph Edges
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sequential regions. In all data parallel programs, the main thread is also involved in

computation. For this reason, the precedence graph is constructed only for the main

thread for those benchmarks, because it covers almost all paths traversed by the other

threads.

Petri net Simulation:

From the precedence graph and resource availability, the Petri net model is constructed.

Petri net simulation is done for the frequency chosen by the binary search, to estimate

the execution time of the region. For simulating the Petri net, cache hit/miss profile is

used.

An important difference between the Petri net simulation in Chapter 3 and in this

method is that we model the increased pressure the memory system is subjected to, due

to the activities of concurrent threads.

We believe that for SPMD (data parallel) programs, a single voltage (frequency)

setting for all threads (cores) would fetch most of the benefits of a per-thread (or per-core)

DVFS scheme. Moreover, in their evaluation of commercial and scientific workloads, [37]

point out that per core DVFS does not give huge benefits that could offset the design

complexity. Therefore, for SPMD applications, we use a common frequency/voltage

setting for all the cores, and always operate L2 cache and the memory system at a fixed

speed. However, for general parallel programs where different threads execute different

code segments, this may not be the most effective method, and our method considers

different frequency setting for different threads.

Whenever a memory access instruction is encountered in the Petri net simulation,

based on the cache hit/miss statistic for each thread, memory accesses are generated for

all the threads - One access is a ’real’ access (by the CPU simulated by the Petri net)

and the rest are ’shadow’ accesses (by the other CPUs which would have generated the

accesses if they were also simulated). The simulated CPU waits only for the accesses

it generated; the only purpose of the shadow accesses is to load the memory system

modeled.
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Because we do not know the memory bank to which a memory access goes, in our

Petri net simulation, we assign a random memory bank (bank 0 to bank 7) for the first

memory access corresponding to a frequently missing instruction. Subsequent accesses

of the instruction will go to the successive banks in a round robin fashion. This is

a conservative simplification that we have made, assuming that for frequently missing

memory access instructions, accesses are array based, sequential, and therefore sweep

successive memory banks. We repeat the Petri net simulation for 10 times, and choose

the least frequency setting. All these take atmost 1 hour per benchmark.

Finally the frequency setting for each voltage/frequency reconfiguration point is writ-

ten to a file. We have enhanced the simulator to interpret the file and effect the recon-

figurations.

4.2.2 The Greedy Hardware Controller:

This controller was originally proposed for single core systems, in [39]. Later, it was

adapted for multicore systems in [37], which evaluates two other DVFS techniques too.

This simple controller performs the best among two other competing hardware controllers

[37].

There is a separate controller for each core. The controller observes the ET−2 metric

over a time interval, compares it with the previous interval, and then adjusts the voltage

and frequency of the core based on the result of comparison, as specified by the state

transition diagram in Figure 4.4.

As in [37], we assume that the CPU core provides counters that estimate the energy

consumed by the core, and the core has performance counters for finding the application

throughput (number of application instructions committed per cycle).

The controller initially starts at the highest voltage (frequency) level and then un-

conditionally reduces the voltage by one step after one interval. For every interval, the

controller compares the ET−2 value over the current interval and the previous interval.

If it is less, the controller remains in the same state and continues to move in the same

direction as the previous. If it increases, the controller flips the direction, ’holds’ the new
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Acronym Meaning
MD Move Down
AL Always at Least Frequency
SHU Start Holding Up
HU Hold Up
MU Move Up
AH Always at Highest Frequency
SHD Start Holding Down
HD Hold Down
S Start State

Table 4.6: Description of States in Figure 4.4

state for a specified number of intervals (number of intervals to ’hold’), and then again

moves one step in the flipped direction. The unambiguous state transition diagram is in

Figure 4.4, and Table 4.6 explains the states of the controller.
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Figure 4.4: The Greedy VF Controller

In addition to this, we have evaluated this per-core controller in a different configura-

tion, where there is only one system-wide controller that chooses the same DVFS settings

for all cores, based on the overall system ET−2 metric. We call this configuration Global

Greedy.
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4.3 Experimental Setup

Our implementation of the Petri net based DVFS method is very similar to compiler

passes; Infact the only reason we chose to not use any existing compiler framework

was to expedite the implementation (machsuif/suif compilers can not compiler OpenMP

programs). Figure 4.6 gives a high level view of the flow of our analysis framework.

We use the m5sim CMP simulator for our experimental evaluation. We have enhanced

the full system simulator [61] by integrating power models with it, adding support for

DVS, and software thread specific path profiling of binaries. To this end, we have de-

signed and implemented an intermediate representation for binaries, that aids in the

analysis of binaries at different levels: instruction, basic block, and control flow graphs.

This intermediate representation is used by PDVFS. We implemented parsers for con-

verting the disassembled binary into the IR we designed. gcc 4.2 (linux-alpha) is used

to generate binaries from source and the disassembled files.

The m5sim simulator is a powerful tool capable of simulating CPU cores, the mem-

ory, I/O and network subsystems. It can be used in full-system simulation mode where

in addition to the application code, OS code can also be executed. It supports the simu-

lation of alpha binaries with linux operating system, and alpha’s Privileged Architecture

Library (PALcode). The simulator can be used in functional mode, timing mode and

detailed mode.

For path profiling, we have used the simulator in the functional mode, since we are

interested only in the paths tracked by an application. For cache profiling, we have used

the timing mode which allows us to simulate cache hierarchies. For the actual timing and

energy evaluation of the proposed DVFS scheme, we use the simulator in detailed mode,

which allows cycle accurate simulation of out-of-order CPUs, along with the memory

hierarchy. We always use the simulator for full system simulation, with the operating

system.

The simulator allows fast forwarding of the specified number of instructions initially

before switching to timing or detailed mode. In fast forward (FF) mode, only functional

simulation is done. This helps us skip initialization phases of applications and simulate
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only those phases which characterize the properties of application.

4.3.1 Simulator Enhancements

We have made a number of enhancements to the m5sim simulator, and advanced the

state-of-the-art of it significantly:

1. integrated Cacti 5.3 [72] with m5sim for modeling energy consumption by stor-

age structures (caches, TLB’s, register files, queues, branch predictors, BTBs);

this version of cacti incorporates non-linear scaling models for process and device

parameters based on the International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors

(ITRS)

2. integrated wattch [73] based power model for other structures (ALUs, buses, clock,

wakeup/selection)

3. implemented voltage and frequency scaling; added a new module (Special PC Man-

ager - SPM) that initiates voltage (frequency) scaling whenever voltage (frequency)

reconfiguration points are encountered

4. enhanced it to support thread-specific hierarchical path profiling and cache hit/miss

profiling.

We have also used DRAMSim [74], a simulator for accurately modeling DRAMs, with

the simulator.

Power Models:

Based on the underlying power models (wattch or cacti), we estimate the energy con-

sumed by each hardware component during initialization, and whenever there is a change

in the operating voltage and frequency. Each component updates the energy consumed

by itself and its constituent components every cycle, and provides an interface for ac-

cessing energy consumption. The information about energy consumption is propogated
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up hierarchically when the component at the topmost level (CPU) queries its subcom-

ponents.

For implementing this, we changed the default implementation of the respective com-

ponents (like branch predictors, caches, fetch, issue-execute-writeback units, etc.) in the

simulator. The modifications, are similar to the ones in sim-wattch [75], and almost all

of the components the out-of-order (O3) CPU are changed.

Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling:

This is implemented by changing the value of the clock attribute of the CPU class of the

simulator, and by changing the value of the operating voltage. Every time this is done,

power is recomputed. When the greedy hardware controller is enabled, DVFS transitions

are initiated by the controller’s state machine. Otherwise, they are initiated by a new

module we have added, called the Special PC Manager (SPM).

The SPM module accepts as inputs, a PC range and instruction count, and a list of

tuples of PC, thread id, voltage/frequency setting and instruction count. The PC range

and instruction count is used to terminate the simulation if the specified count of instruc-

tions in the specified PC range have been executed. A tuple of PC, voltage/frequency

setting, thread id and instruction count specifies the voltage/frequency setting, the CPU

should transition to, after committing the instruction at the specified PC on behalf of the

specified thread id. Simulation is terminated, if the instruction at the PC is committed

for the specified number (count) of times, when executed on behalf of the thread. The

inputs to the SPM are specified in a DVFS configuration file.

Each CPU gets a handle of the unique instance of the SPM module, through the

m5sim configuration file. After committing an instruction, a CPU uses this handle to

inform the SPM, the details about the instruction it just committed. The SPM uses this

information to decide if voltage/frequency transition must be made, or simulation has

to be terminated.
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Support for Path Profiling:

To support path profling, we have designed a low level intermediate representation (IR)

for the binaries of the benchmarks. The IR is constructed from the disassembled binaries,

and provides a rich set of interfaces that aid in the analysis of binaries at different levels:

function, loop, basic block and instruction; however, it does not have any mechanism to

modify the contents of the disassembled binary or the binary itself.

We have designed a new Path Profiler module for the simulator. For implementing

HPP, we generate instrumentation code, which would be compiled as a part of the

path profiler. This is done by writing the the instrumentation points (PC’s) and the

corresponding instrumentation information (path sum initialization, path sum read) to

a file, which will be embedded in the path profiler code.

We have modified the CPU module of the simulator to send the PC and the software

TID of the currently running thread to the path profiler module once an instruction

completes execution, when path profiling is enabled. Given the PC and thread id, the

path profiler takes the appropriate action which is determined by the instrumentation

hints for the path profiler.

In addition to the Ball Laurus instrumentation instructions, on function entries and

exits, path sum and region information are pushed to/popped from a separate stack

by the path profiler, so that path sum and region information is maintained for each

function separately.

For keeping track of thread id, the simulator mimics the action performed when the

function pthread self is called (two memory reads - one in the physical address space and

the other in the virtual address space of the thread), whenever the Internal Processor

Register that stores the unique identifier for the current thread is written [76].

Clearly, the path profiler (and hence the simulator) needs to be recompiled if it

must support path profiling for a different benchmark, but the advantage is that binary

instrumentation is avoided, and yet hierarchical path profile is available.
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Figure 4.5: Simulation Framework

DRAMSim Integration:

We have modified the default physical memory module in the m5sim to interface the

simulator with the DRAMSim memory simulator. Whenever there is a memory access,

the physical memory module calls the DRAMSim interface for completing the access,

specifying the callback function DRAMSim should call once the access is complete. Be-

cause both m5sim and DRAMSim are event driven, and m5sim provides asynchronous

access functions for caches and memory, integrating DRAMSim with m5sim is reasonably

straight-forward.

Figure 4.5 shows a high level view of the enhanced simulation infrastructure. Elliptical

components are added by us; The profiler can be a path or cache hit (miss) profiler, and it

is a separate thread different from the simulator thread. The SPM module takes Voltage

Frequency reconfiguration points and values as input.

Table 4.7 lists the configuration of the simulated CMP system.

Since we have used Cacti 5.3 for accounting for energy consumed by storage elements

and scaled the old wattch model for accounting for energy consumed by non-storage
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elements, we report the metrics for the two classes of components separately.

4.4 Experimental Results

In this section, we discuss the results for SPMD based data parallel workloads.

We use subsets of SPEC OMP 2001, NAS Parallel Benchmarks [77] and splash 2 [79]

benchmarks for evaluating our method. For the SPEC benchmarks, we use the train

inputs for profiling, and ref inputs for reporting the results. For mg and art, we use two

intervals to cover the sequential regions in which a significant fraction of time is spent

and report the weighted average of the results for the sequential and parallel regions.

For all benchmarks, we simulated at least 2 billion application instructions (library

instructions are excluded for counting), after fast forwarding a few billion instructions.

Figure 4.7 shows the performance degradation, energy savings, and ET−2 improve-

ment as percentages, over the baseline where all CPUs execute at the highest frequency.
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Parameter Value
Volt/Freq & Tech
Technology 45 nm
Frequency Range 3GHz - 4GHz
Domain Voltage Range 0.8V - 1.0V
Number of Steps 5; .2 µs per step
Branch Predictor
Branch Predictor Tournament
Local Predictor Size 2048 entries, 2b ctrs
Local History Table Size 2048 entries, 11 bit hist.
Global Predictor Size 8192 entries, 2b ctr, 13b hist.
Choice Predictor 8192 entries, 2 bit ctr
BTB Size 4096 entries, 16 bit tag
Memory System
L1 DCache 32K 4W SA 64B blk 4 cycle lat
L1 ICache 32K 4W SA 64B blk 4 cycle lat
L2 UCache 4M 4W SA 64B blk 40 cycle lat
Memory Access latency 50 ns
Other Resources
Decode/Issue/Retire Width 4/4/4
Integer ALUs 3 + 2 multiplier
FP ALUs 2 + 2 FPMult/Div
Issue Queue Size 64 IQ Entries, 32 loads, 32 stores
ROB Size 128
Extra Rename Registers 128 Int, 128 FP

Table 4.7: Simulator Configuration

We define throughput as number of application (excluding libraries) instructions

committed per cycle, similar to [37]. Therefore the number of library or OS instructions

committed does not increase the throughput.

The performance degradation threshold constraint is set to 5%.

We see that on an average, all three methods achieve significant ET−2 improvements

- 14.98%, 14.24% and 14.49% in the storage structures for the Petri net based, greedy

and global greedy controller, respectively, and 37.32%, 37.37% and 37.35% in the non-

storage structures - for a very small (2.25%, 2.16% and 2.58% for the Petri net based,

greedy and global greedy controller, respectively).

Ocean has a very high L1 miss rate (20%), but it also has one of the least L2 miss

rates (52%), which indicates the effectiveness of L2 cache. In this case, DVFS degrades

performance slightly, and because of this, ET−2 improvements are slightly lower, even

though there is a significant savings in energy.

In all other benchmarks, the performance degradation is well within the threshold,

and all schemes achieve significant ET−2 improvements.
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Benchmark Input Simulation Interval
SPEC OMP 2001
art ref FF 1G; 4G Simulation

FF 6G; 2G Simulation
swim ref FF 5G; 4G Simulation
applu ref FF 15G; 4G Simulation
NPB
mg size A FF 3G; 2G Simulation

FF 4G; 4G Simulation
Splash2
ocean 1026 x 1026 grid; FF 3G; 2.5G Simulation

9600 s relaxations
20K res., err. tol. 1e-7

Table 4.8: Workload Details

Load is fairly well balanced across all cores in the parallel regions - the most lightly

loaded core spends just 3.7% of the time in idle mode, which indicates that there is not

much potential for a system with an independent voltage/frequency control for different

cores. This is not unexpected, since all these programs are SPMD style, where all threads

execute the same code, but operate on different data.

Our findings for data parallel programs agree with the findings of [37], where they

report high ET−2 improvements for the greedy controller, and conclude that independent

voltage/frequency control for different cores does not offer huge benefits.

4.4.1 Comparison with Optimal Frequency Setting

We have also compared the energy savings of the Petri net based method with the energy

savings obtained by an optimal setting. Finding an optimal setting for a program with

n regions would require 5n simulations (There are 5 frequency settings). To make the

study feasible, we chose the longest running region in the procedure in which most of

the time is spent. We enable DVS only in that region, and report the IPC degradation

and energy savings only for that region. Table 4.9 shows the results. The performance

degradation is chosen not to exceed 5%.

We can see that the Petri net based method achieves ET−2 improvements very close

to that of the optimal setting, deviating from it, by less than 1% of the optimal ET−2

metric in both the storage and non-storage structures respectively.
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Figure 4.7: Performance Degradation and ET−2 Improvements for Data Parallel Work-
loads
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Benchmark IPC Ratio St.ET−2Ratio NonSt.ET−2Ratio

art 1 1 1
swim 1 1 1
mg 1 1 1
ocean 0.95 1.01 1
applu 1.02 1 1
Mean 0.99 1.00 1.00

Table 4.9: Comparison with an Optimal DVS Setting (% wrt. baseline)
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DVFS for Stream Programs

Stream Programming [85] is an attractive choice for many applications in the audio,

video, and digital signal processing, encryption and decryption, and networking domains.

It is only natural that this is so, because these applications, to a large extent, have

motivated the design of the Stream Programming paradigm. These applications exhibit

task, data and pipeline parallelism, and Stream Programming languages such as Streamit

[85] provide language constructs that help programmers express parallelism easily.

In the Streamit programming language which we have used for evaluation in our work,

a program consists of a set of autonomous actors, called filters, executing some action,

termed work repeatedly. These filters communicate explicitly through communication

channels, and the entire program can be viewed as a stream graph. The amount of data

a filter produces or consumes for performing its work is fixed, and is specified when the

filter is defined.

The SplitJoin construct construct in the Streamit language is ideal for exposing task

level parallelism, and can be used to specify independent parallel streams that originate

from a common splitter filter, and merge into a common joiner filter. Actors can be

connected together in a sequence, and this exposes pipeline parallelism. A filter exhibits

data parallelism, if there is no dependence between the execution of one instance of its

work and any other instance, and this can be easily detected by a compiler.

While workload partitioning, load balancing and communication scheduling are hard

86
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challenges for the compiler, they can be more effectively solved than the problem of

extracting parallelism from sequential programs - Infact, previous work [84] has shown

that a sophisticated compiler has the potential to fetch impressive speedup benefits for

Streamit programs.

We discuss the application of DVFS for stream programs, in this chapter. We use

the streamit language infrastructure [81]. The infrastructure has a cluster library which

can be used for building binaries for CMPs.

The streamit compiler generates c++ source code from streamit programs. We in-

struct the compiler to generate code for a 4-core machine. Since threads are created

using pthreads, we could bind a thread to a core, using the sched setaffinity system

call, in the c++ code generated by the streamit compiler. We use threads and cores

interchangeably, till Section 5.2.2.

The streamit compiler takes as input, the number of threads to generate, and tries

to partition the work across the different threads. In general, the tasks performed by

the different threads are different, and therefore stream programs are more general than

SPMD programs.

Such general parallel programs offer more opportunities for DVFS, because any resid-

ual imbalance in load can be used for performing DVFS. Performance is usually limited

by the most heavily loaded core, and the rest of the cores could operate at speed that

matches the rate of completion of the work assigned to the heavily loaded core.

We evaluate three different DVFS schemes for stream programs - the PDVFS, the

greedy controller (both explained in Section 4.2) and a simple linear interpolation model

based method. We also use two different configurations - one in which the cores can

run at independent voltage and frequencies, and the one in which cores can operate only

at a common voltage and frequency. Most of the state-of-the-art CMPs [86, 87] do not

support per-core DVFS, and evaluating these helps us estimate any benefits per-core

DVFS schemes could provide over the support for a common DVFS setting for all cores.

In this chapter, in Section 5.1, we briefly describe the linear interpolation based

method, and mention a few words on how the Petri net performance model has been used
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for performing DVFS for stream programs. In Section 5.2 we discuss the experimental

results, including the application of DVFS when the number of threads is more than the

number of cores.

5.1 Software based DVFS Schemes

First we look at the linear interpolation based method for DVFS, and then we see how

PDVFS has been adapted for DVFS for stream programs.

5.1.1 Linear Scaling (LS):

In this scheme, we first run all cores at the highest speed and profile the time spent by

each core for the thread it is assigned to. This excludes the time spent when the CPU

is idle.

We find this by intercepting the writes to the Internal Processor Register of the alpha

CPU that stores the unique identifier for the thread that is currently running on the core

[76]. In the simulator, we keep track of the time that is spent between two writes. Along

with this information and the actual values written during every write, we can get a

good estimate of the amount of time a core spends, for a thread (In real linux systems,

this estimate can be obtained from the proc filesystem’s stat files for each thread).

At the end of the profile run, we aggregate the time spent for each thread. We

normalize this time, using the highest time taken of all threads, and scale the frequency

based on the normalized time. We assume that the time taken by a core to complete its

workload is inversely proportional to the frequency at which the core operates.

With this assumption, we can easily derive the ideal frequency (fideal) with which a

core should run, so that its rate of completion matches the slowest rate. It is given in

Equation 5.1.

fideal = norm time ∗ fmax (5.1)
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In Equation 5.1, norm time is the normalized execution time, and fmax is the maxi-

mum operating frequency of the core.

From Equation 5.1, we get the actual frequency with which a core will be run, by

rounding fideal up to the smallest frequency supported by the core, that is at least fideal.

This is one of the simplest performance models used in DVFS and scheduling algo-

rithms (eg. [46]) and works well when there are few cache misses.

5.1.2 Adaptation of PDVFS for Stream Programs:

For this scheme, we first estimate the execution time of each thread with the Petri net

based performance model. We then evaluate different frequency settings for each thread,

and choose the least frequency that does not increase the execution time of the thread

beyond the execution time of the performance limiting thread. For evaluating a frequency

setting, we use the Petri net based performance model (same as in Chapter 4).

This method needs the application code (in our implementation, this is in an inter-

mediate form obtained from disassembling binaries) to estimate performance. Because of

this reason, we could not analyze threads which perform I/O, and which involves the OS.

For such threads (and for code that performs inter-thread communication), we profile to

estimate execution time.

We first estimate the execution time of all threads using Petri net simulation (or

profiling, for I/O threads), and find the longest execution time among all threads. We

then keep scaling down frequency of each thread and estimating the new execution

time as long as it is below the longest execution time, and choose the least frequency

that keeps the estimated execution time, just below the longest execution time, as the

frequency setting for a thread. For I/O threads and for code that implements inter-thread

communication, we conservatively scale the execution time inversely with frequency,

whereas for the other threads, we estimate execution times for each frequency setting we

evaluate, using Petri net simulation.
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5.2 Results: LS, PDVFS, Greedy and Global Greedy

Controllers vs Baseline

We discuss the results of simulation in this section. We simulate 4G application instruc-

tions (which does not include OS or libraries), after fast forwarding 200M instructions.

We define throughput as the number of application instructions committed per cycle,

and this excludes OS and library code.

Figure 5.1 shows the performance (Instructions per clock - IPC) degradation and

ET−2 improvements for the LS, PDVFS (both with per core DVFS support), the Greedy

Controller, and the Global Greedy Controller over the baseline with no DVFS, which

always runs at the highest frequency. In the following discussions, unless explicitly stated,

we always refer to the per-core DVFS configurations for the software based schemes, when

we mention them.

As we can see, the Linear Scaling method achieves significant ET−2 improvements

- 9.67% and 24.73%, on an average, in the storage and non-storage structures, over the

baseline, with much less performance degradation of .21%.

The Petri net based DVFS method follows Linear Scaling closely, making 8.38% and

23.47% ET−2 improvements, for storage and non-storage structures, for a slightly higher

performance degradation (0.68%).

The hardware based Greedy Controller degrades performance significantly (12.97%)

on an average. Due to this high degradation, it degrades the base ET−2 by 6.78% and

2.1% in the storage structures and non-storage structures respectively. The global greedy

configuration degrades performance even worse (15.86%), for ET−2 comparable to the

Greedy Controller.

We do not show the results for the software based schemes for a system supporting a

common DVFS setting for all cores in Figure 5.1 because both schemes choose the highest

DVFS setting for all cores (which means that there is no performance degradation and

ET−2 improvement) for all benchmarks. This is because choosing a common lower

frequency for all cores would result in significant performance degradation, since there is
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Figure 5.1: Results: Performance Degradation and ET−2 Improvement over Base
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invariably at least one thread that is the performance bottleneck, and reducing its CPU

speed has a severe adverse impact on performance.

One important observation we could make for the hardware based controller (both

versions) is that, for all benchmarks, the controllers in the cores hosting the performance

limiting threads spend at least 70% of their time in the HoldUp and HoldDown states,

with the time in these two states shared almost equally. This means that for at least 35%

of the time, the performance limiting thread spends its time in a low frequency state,

which explains the huge performance degradation for the hardware controllers.

For vocoder, fm and filterbank, the load distribution is heavily skewed and this gives

more opportunity for DVFS. However, for the same reason, power consumption in storage

structures is heavily dominated by the busy cores; Even though the idle cores operate at

the lowest frequency, it does not make much difference for the ET−2 product of storage

structures. There is a modest improvement for non-storage structures.

We must note that both the software based schemes try to keep the performance

degradation to a minimum, and they succeed in their goals (0.21% and 0.68% perfor-

mance degradation for LS and PDVFS, respectively). This also translates to very high

ET−2 savings in most cases. In mpegdecoder, degrading performance a bit more fetches

more ET−2 benefits.

While the Linear Scaling method is extremely simple, the Petri net performance

based DVS method is much more complex, and it performs slightly worse than the

Linear Scaling method (though it matches the Linear Scaling closely). The Petri net

performance based DVS method was found to be very useful in the context of DVFS

for Multiple Clock Domain (MCD) processors (Chapter 3) where different parts of the

CPU (Floating point units, Integer Units, Caches etc.) execute at different speed. In

MCD processors, performance is a complex non-linear function of domain frequencies,

and when frequencies of domains change, different schedules of instruction execution

are possible. The Petri net model can capture that, and performed better than a profile

based approach that uses a very detailed execution trace. We also saw in Section 4.4 that

the method performs very well in the case of data parallel programs with high memory
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misses too. For such programs, the simple linear scaling is not applicable, because even

the most lightly loaded core spends just about 3.7% percentage of the time in idle mode.

Performance in the presence of frequent memory accesses is not a simple function of CPU

frequency, as it involves an independent frequency domain (memory), which is shared by

all cores.

However, for single clock domain cores, when there are few cache misses, performance

is more or less a linear function of frequency. The Petri net model does not provide much

advantage over the Linear Scaling model in this case.

Table 5.1 shows the normalized execution time of differnet threads after profiling for

the linear scaling method, and the work estimated by the streamit compiler for different

threads. The streamit compiler analyzes the input stream program, estimates work

in each filter, and uses this information to balance load among different tasks while

performing task partitioning. Although in some cases, the workload estimated by the

compiler the actual workload of threads match, in 5 benchmarks (mpegdecoder, dct, des,

vocoder, bitonic), there is at least one thread for which the estimates vary significantly.

In most benchmarks, the frequency of cores hosting I/O threads have been scaled

down by the software based methods, since the threads performing the actual computa-

tion limit the performance. However, bitonic and mpegdecoder are interesting in that

the I/O threads are the performance bottlenecks, and at least one of the cores hosting

the compute threads has been scaled down.

Table 5.1 also explains why per-core DVFS schemes achieve superior ET−2 results

over common DVFS schemes. We can see that there is load imbalance in the applications.

Both the software based per-core DVFS schemes are able to exploit the opportunities

provided by the load imbalance well, by scaling down the frequencies of cores that are

lightly loaded, while running the heavily loaded cores at high frequencies. If there is

no support for per-core DVFS in the hardware, these opportunities can not be used

effectively for achieving ET−2 improvements, and the software based schemes choose the

highest frequency setting for all cores, offering no ET−2 benefits.

Our findings in this section is contrary to the results of [37] where they report that
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Benchmark Estimate Core 0 Core 1 Core 2 Core 3
filterbank profile 0.01 1 1 0.01

compiler 0 0.82 1 0
serpent profile 0.2 0.88 1 0.16

compiler 0 0.93 1 0
mpegdecoder profile 0.92 0.75 0.93 1

compiler 0.02 1.00 0.80 0.02
dct profile 0.3 0.41 1 0.3

compiler 0 0.72 1 0
des profile 0.87 0.91 1 0.72

compiler 0.01 0.94 1 0.01
vocoder profile 0.06 0.04 1 0

compiler 0.92 1.00 0.52 0
bitonic profile 1 0.64 0.63 0.8

compiler 0.03 0.86 1.00 0.03
fm profile 0.01 0.07 1 0

compiler 0.00 0.09 1 0

Table 5.1: Normalized Execution Time vs Compiler Estimated Work for different threads

per-core DVFS does not offer significant benefits for multithreaded applications. We

believe that this is because of the workloads being chosen. Some of the applications in

[37] are data parallel (all threads exhibit similar behaviour), have high miss rates and

their memory system is very slow. (There is no information about load balance in [37]).

When threads exhibit similar behaviour or all threads have high miss rates, then

per-core DVFS may not offer huge benefits. The first case is obvious, whereas in the

second case, we can possibly run all cores slower, because the common bottleneck is the

memory subsystem. In our case, all our applications are pipeline parallel, suffer few L1

misses (less than 5%), and the load across cores is not uniform.

From Table 5.1 we can also see that there is a potential for better load balancing,

and in most cases, a part of the computation can be alloted to the I/O threads too.

At the same time, in some benchmarks, the work done by I/O threads becomes the

bottleneck. It is not clear at the moment, if other constraints related to partitioning

pose difficulties in realizing this potential. Moreover estimating the I/O workload at a

high level is difficult.
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Benchmark IPC SET−2 NSET−2

filterbank 1.0 1.0 1.0
mpegdecoder 1.0074 1.0903 1.1588
des 0.9988 1.0661 1.0964
vocoder 1.0 1.0 1.0
bitonic 1.0 1.0 1.0
fm 1.0 1.0 1.0
serpent 1.0453 1.08715 1.1020
dct 1.0 1.0 1.0
geomean 1.0063 1.0297 1.043

Table 5.2: Ratio of metrics of LS/PDVFS and Optimal

5.2.1 Comparing the Software Schemes with the Optimal Set-

ting

We have also conducted experiments to find the optimal DVFS setting that minimizes

the system ET−2, and compared the optimal ET−2 with that obtained by Linear Scaling

and the Petri net based method. We choose the system configuration with two frequency

settings (4 GHz and 3.5 GHz) for each core. For n settings, we need n4 simulations

to find the optimal setting. Even for this configuration, we need 16 (24, 2 for each

core) simulations to determine the optimal setting. We simulate 2 billion application

instructions.

For this system configuration, both the software based schemes choose the same

voltage/frequency setting for all benchmarks. Table 5.2 shows the IPC and ET−2 (for

storage - SET−2 - and non-storage structures - NSET−2 ) of the software based schemes,

normalized to the corresponding metrics of the optimal ET−2 setting. As we can see

from Table 5.2, the software based schemes match the optimal setting in 5 of the 8

benchmarks, with the average ET−2 metric falling within 2.97% for storage structures

and 4.3% for non storage structures.

5.2.2 ILP Based Partitioning and DVFS

We have also conducted experiments to see how DVFS could be done when the number

of threads is more than the number of cores. In this case, the problem becomes more

complex as we have to decide which threads run on which cores. If the number of threads
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is less than the number of cores, then the cores which are idle can be put in low power

mode. Otherwise, we have to solve the problem of thread assignment also, in addition

to DVFS.

We approach this problem by first finding an assignment of threads to cores that

balances the load, and then perform DVFS for this assignment, by scaling down the

frequency of each thread without increasing the execution time of the most heavily loaded

core, giving priority to threads that are heavily loaded. We compare our approach of

partitioning and DVFS with the linux load balancer.

Operating systems like linux balance load dynamically. The list of runnable processes

are maintained for each core/processor in a datastructure called runqueue. Each core

has one runqueue, and any runnable process is present in exactly one of the runqueues

of the cores. The load balancer of linux finds the runqueue of the core with the highest

number of processes (it should be at least 25% more than that of the core on which

the load balancer runs), and chooses the highest priority task that is not running, not

bound to the core, and has not run for a relatively long time (not cache hot), and pulls

that task to the current core. This happens as long as the runqueues are unbalanced

[82]. This is done at process granularity. Dynamic thread migration and load balancing

without intervention from the user are some of the most important advantages of such

systems, but the disadvantage is that, if the processes are not load balanced, then load

balancing at a finer granularity could be more effective.

To see if load balancing at a finer granularity could help better, we first profile the

execution time of work unit of each thread, scaling it by the number of iterations, the

work function is called during steady state. We then assigned threads to different cores,

by an Integer Linear Program (ILP) based partitioning that balances load across the

cores as evenly as possible. After partitioning, we bind each thread to the core assigned

to it by the partitioning step. We do this to prevent thread migration by the load

balancer of linux. We then applied DVFS to scale down the frequency of cores to exploit

any residual load imbalance after partitioning.

Our partitioning step tries to balance load across the different cores. For the sake of
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completeness, we specify the ILP that minimizes the execution time of the most heavily

loaded core, from Equations 5.2 to 5.6. T is the maximum of the sum of execution time

of all threads on any core. aij is an indicator variable, which is 1, if and only if thread i

is bound to core j. Equation 5.4 ensures that each thread is bound to exactly one core.

Min. T (5.2)

T >=
15∑

i=1

aij .ti ∀j (5.3)

4∑

j=1

aij = 1 ∀i (5.4)

aij >= 0 ∀i, j (5.5)

aij <= 1 ∀i, j (5.6)

To implement thread binding, we modified the streamit compiler to generate com-

mand line switches that help bind a thread to a core. After running the ILP based

partitioning algorithm, we use these switches to bind threads to the cores. We use IBM’s

ilog [83] package for solving the ILP. In our experiments, we instructed the streamit

compiler to generate 15 threads, and we ran our experiments with the same 4 core CMP

configuration as in Table 4.7.

Figure 5.2 shows the performance degradation and ET−2 improvements, after ILP

based partitioning, and applying DVS to exploit the residual load imbalance after the

ILP based partitioning, relative to the default linux based dynamic load balancing. We

can see that static ILP based partitioning scheme achieves a modest 1.83% performance

improvement, with corresponding ET−2 improvements of 4.37% and 6.39% in the storage

and non-storage structures respectively. DVFS improves the ET−2 ratio, with 4.9% and

12.96% improvements in the storage and non-storage structures, respectively, for almost

no performance loss (when compared to ILP based partitioning).

With more threads, the ILP based partitioner balances the load well across the cores.
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Figure 5.2: Results: Performance Degradation and ET−2 Improvement over Base for
Partitioning and DVS
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There is not much potential for doing DVFS for these applications in this case when

there is negligible load imbalance due to the ILP based partitioning, unlike in Section

5.2 where load imbalance offered good opportunities for DVFS which could be exploited

well for significant ET−2 improvement.



Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Work

In this thesis, we proposed a novel Petri net performance model based energy optimiza-

tion method for programs using Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling. We evaluated

this technique using sequential and parallel applications, and compared this with some

of the existing DVFS techniques.

The Petri net based method achieves significant ET−2 improvements for both sequen-

tial and multi-threaded applications, and compares favourably with the existing DVFS

techniques we have evaluated. The sequential applications were evaluated on a multiple

clock domain (MCD) microarchitecture. The multi-threaded applications were evaluated

on a full system CMP simulator, which we enhanced with existing power models, DRAM

timing model, and support for thread specific path and cache miss profiling.

We find that, for the stream applications which suffer very few misses, a simple lin-

ear interpolation based DVFS scheme performs well. The expressive power of Petri nets

in modeling constraints characterizing program execution fetches good energy benefits

for both memory bound and compute bound, sequential and multi-threaded programs.

Another important conclusion that we draw from the this work is that, for general mul-

tithreaded applications, independent voltage/frequency control for each core is essential

for achieving significant ET−2 improvements with little performance degradation.

In future, we would like to enhance the Petri net with power and temperature models,

and also validate it, so that it could be directly used for evaluating performance. Doing

100
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this would also help us consider useful tradeoffs involving power, temperature and per-

formance. We would also like to include contention from DMA in the Petri net model.

This would be very useful for architectures like IBM Cell and GPGPUs.
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